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Young .·wild · W~t and "Stinger Jack"
OR, THE .BLUFF THAT WOULDN'T WORK
,.

By AN OLD. SOOUT

· he would only be too glad to undertake the task.
CHAPTER I.-At the Half-Way House.
"I don't care so muqh for the reward," he
It was about four o'clock in the aftemoon of a added. "You know that we are all pretty well
rather warm day in summer when Young Wild fixed in the way of money. It's coming in all the
West and the friends who traveled with him on time, since we own and are interested fn several
his adventurou r. trips throughout the wildest parts good-payin g mines in different parts of the West
of the West came to what was called the Half- Still, if we.-manage to capture Stinger Jack I rec:
Way House, on the trail that led frolll" Silver City kon we'll be able to find use for . the thousand
to Lucky Jack, a mining camp.
dollars. I assure you that I' will undertake the
While they all had been to Silver City before, risk. My two pfl,l'tners will ~ with me and so
ely
·
they had never Pa.id a visit to the comparativ
will the girls and our Chinamen. ''
new camp, which was said to be a big success.
that the part,- ·
afternoon
the
until
not
was
rt
h'ad
copper
The rich deposits of gold, silver and
left Silver City. They rode on over the roug-h
caused the place to boom wonderfull y, and it trail
without meeting any one and occasionally
other
every
, had become necessary to run a stage
got a chance to shoot at somethmg in the
they
Halfthe
at
, day, the change of horses being made
game. But as they never shot more than
of
way
town
the
Way · House. While the distance from
for eating purposes, they let a
needed
they
trail
the
to the mining camp was but thirty miles,
slip by. Arriving at the
chances
many
great
of.
was a pretty rough one, and with a ohange
House, which was nothing more than
horses much "better time could be made. Probably Half-Waythat
had been leased by a man from
the Champion Deadshot of the West, · as Young a ranch
City with an· eye to doing business from
Wild West was called, would not have made up Silver
every other day stopped there
his mind to go out that way if he.had not learned the passengers that
ts while the horses were being
in Silver Citv that a notorious outlaw called for refl"eshmen
a halt before the
"Stinger Jack••· was striking terror to the hea1·ts chanfied, the party came to the
noon hour that
of travelers and others- in th-at 11ection of the building. As it was during
the place, there
country, and at the same time very often relieving the· stage-coach always reached
when the party of
them of their money and valuables. There was a was a quiet air about the scene
and riding
r eward of a tho\fSand dollars offered for the man, riders in their picturesque hunting
was· in sight
dead or alive, too. and this surely was an in- costumes rode up. Only one person
centive for the honest men of the region to look at the time. He was a man of perhapsedthirtyarm1.or him. But after two months of searching, dur- :ftve, and he was sitting in an old-fashion
ing which time two men were shot by the desper- chair on the little porch, apparently not interest;..
.ado, the situation remained about the same as at ed in anytlµng in particular. Of course, he eyed, _
the start. Stinger Jack was still doing business the strangers as they rode up and dismounted
but not a word did he say in the way of a J?l"eetat the same old stand.
His "stand" was anywhere along_ the trail be- ing. Young- Wfld West waited to see if he -would
tween Silver City and Lucky Jack Camp, and as make a remark, and finding- that he did not seem 1
'he was Jm.own to work entirely alone, it seemed inclined to do so, he nodded to th m1q1 and said1
'rather strange- that no one had been able to g~t
"Are you the proprietor of the Half-Way
·
_
House?"
him, dead or alive.
Younir Wild West and his two partners, Cheyreply,
curt
rather
the
was
not,"am
I
"No,
enne Charlie and Jim Dart, had the reputation of "Go on inside, and maybe you'll find him. If
being able to round up outlaws and road agents you don't most likely you'll find bis wife. It's
when all others failed, and the old acquaintan ce
to tell which of them is boss. Sometimes
who told the young deadshot about Stinger Jack, hard
she seems to run things here, and sometimes he
the outlaw, declared that here was a good chance does."
to not only win the thousand dollars reward, but
"Oh, :you can talk, after all. I thought perhap•
t.o do a good turn for honest people -in general.
a
Young Wild West smilhudy brtished back his you couldn't," the younli? deadshot remarked,
·
wealth of chestnut hair ancf assured the man that ring of sarcasm in his voice.
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"What do you mean by that, young fellow 7"
and the man made a move as if he intended to
get upon his feet, but changed his mind and set. tied back in his chair again.
"Excuse me. Maybe I was a little too fast in
saying what I did. But I reckon you're not a
native of the West. In this part of the country
every one seems to have a friendly word for a
stranger. You refused to say anything, but
kept lookinJ? at us all the time."
"I don't know as a man has got to say anything if he don't feel like saying it.''
"Of course not."
"And you had an idea I was dumb, did you?''
"Well,' I don't know as I did. I merely said
that. You are not getting angry about it, are
you?"
"See -here, young fellow," and this time the
man not only made a move to rise, but did so,
"you strike me as being a pretty fresh kid."
"All right, let it go at that, stranger. I am
sure I don't want to start an argument with you.
We'll go in and see if we can find the boss or his
wife. We. intend to stoo here tonight if we can
be accommodated."
There was a peculiar flash in the eyes of the
man, but he checked himself and, forcing a smile,
dropped back into his chair without saying another word. Riirht here we may as well state
that Young Wild West's companions in addition
to his two partners consisted of his charming
golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock;
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Eloise
Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart, and the
two Chinamen, who always traveled with them
in the capacity of handy man and cook, Hop Wah
and Wing Wah. The last-named two were mounted upon piebald bronchos and were in charge of a
couple of well-loaded pack-horses which carried
the camping outfit and supplies of the party.
Young Wild West left his sor.rel stallion, Spitfire,
standing, and when he had assisted Arietta to
dismount he walked inside the building just in
time to meet a stout, red-faced woman who appeared to be somewhat angry.
"Ifello!" the boy called out, in hts cool and
easy way. "Can we put up here for the night?"
"Certainly," was the quick reply. "Excuse me
for bein' so long in comin' out. I heard you ride
up, but I've jest been arguin' with my husband
about some money matters, an' he made me so
mad that I wasn't fit to come out right away."
"Sorry to hear anything like that. But you
seem to have quite a comfortable place here, and
no doubt you can satisfy our wants all right."
"Come right in, ladies," the woman called out,
not paying any attention to the boy's last words.
"I've p;ot a pai-lor here, though it ain't much of a
one. Things is putty comfortable, though, an'
it's nice an' cool. Come right on in, an' I'll show
you where you kin wash up after you have rested
a bit."
The girls, as they were in"variably called by
Young Wild West and his partners, were used to
all sorts of accommodations, and even though the
prospect had been poorer than it looked to be,
they would have been perfectly satisfied. They
ia\1_ghfa5ly followed the woman into a large room
thai was ~i.u-kened by low-hanging shades. But
it was .:c.<>l md airy, for all that, and it was a

welcome change from the hot sun and the dust of
the trail.
"Make yourselves right at home, ladies," the
ranchwoman said, smiling pleasantly, for she
now seemed to be in a fairly p;ood humor. "I'll
be back in a minute or two. I want to p;it my
money you know. Guests always have to pay in
advance at the Half-Way House."
Wild and his partners had entered the broad
hallway which ran through about the center of
the house, leaving the two Chinamen outside with
the horses.
"Who does th~ pay in'?" the woman asked, as
she turned and looked rather sharply at Cheyenne
Charlie.
"I reckon Younp: Wild West always settles all
the bills," was the quick reply.
"Who?" and the woman gave a violent start.
At the same time the chair on the porch was
heard to move, and Jim Dart, who was standing
close to the door, saw the man upon his feet and
listening with eagerness.
"That happens to be m'.V name, madam," our
hero retorted, smilingly.
"Oh, you're Young Wild West, are you?"
"That's just who I happen to be."
"Your name is mighty familiar. I've heard it
spoken of lots of times when I was livin' down in
Silver City. Up this way after Stinger Jack, I
s'pose."
·
"Oh, I don't know about that. We might run
across him, and if we do you can bet we'll come ~·
pretty near to takinp; him alive.''
Dart was watchinp; the listening man outside
and when he noticed that a peculiar smile passed
over the fellow's face as the remark was made,
his suspicions were at once aroused. But he said
nothing just then. He would tell Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie later on.
"How many is there of yer?" the woman asked,
and then she looked into the so-called parlor and
added: "There's three ladies, an' three of you
here. An' how many is outside yet?"
"Only two, a couple of heathens," the young
deadshot replied.
"That makes eight altogether."
"Yes, you have got that right."
"An' you want supper, lodgin' and breakfast?"
"That's just about what we want."
"But you don't expect the heathens to eat at
the same table with you or have as good beds as
the rest of yer?"
"We'll leave that part to you. But we expect
them to be treated as human beings should be.
They must have as good to eat as we do."
"All right. That bein' the case, it will be five
dollars apiece. Five times eight is forty. Forty
dollars, Younp; Wild West."
At the time of which we write, prices for accommodations were much higher than at present.
Five dollars apiece was really cheap, so our hero
did not hesitate to count out the money and hand
it to the woman.
"Have you p;ot a register?" he asked, after
she had pocketed it.
"A register?" and she laughed and shook her
head. "You don't think we need one, do you?"'
"Well, I don't know. There's a hotel in Silver
City that has one, and every one who stops there
must put down his name and where he is from.''
"You ain't in Silver City now. Younir Wild
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Weat. You're only fifteen miles from it, to be money matters. Yet I never ·saw either one of
sure, but I reckon you couldn't be in a much them mad yet."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, g!lzing at him rather
wilder spot, could you? Jest take a look around.
This is the onb: thfnir In tne way of a buildln' sharply. "You're- around here Quite often, then T
around here. Every one who comes along iest Perhaps you are stopping here 11ermanently."
"I come in occasionally. 1 am running a busihas to stoi, here, an' that's how we manaj?8 to
make a llvfn'. But here comes my husband. ness at both ends of the 4!1tage route. Sorry I
Maybe he'll tell yer a few things an' answer your seemed to act mean toward you when you arrived
questions. Only two weeks ago a man came by not saying anything. But 1 am full of busialong an' said he was somewhere from the East. ness, and sometimes I don't know just when I
He asked so many questions that Bob got tired of ought to speak to a stranger."
"Don't mention it," Wild answered, in his cool
8llSWerfn' 'em. We found out later on that he
wasn't from the East at all, but that he came up and easy way. "A man's entitled to his peculiarifrom Silver City to look for Stin~r Jack. He ties, no doubt. I suppose I have mine."
"That's all right. I can't help that part of it.
ain't been seen since, an' it's generally s'posed
I will be one if I live lonll.' enough, that's certain."
that Stinger Jack ,rot him."
"Oh, yes. But a great many boys die before
If the woman could be called stout, her betterhalf was certainly what might be called a fat they get to be twenty-one."
"I'll have to die pretty soon, then, for I am
man. He was fufiy six feet tall, and must have
weighed in the neighborhood of three hundred pretty close to bein11: of 811.'8 now." your twenty"Well, I hope you live to celebrate
pounds. Like most men of his cut, his face was
beaming with goodnature, and bowing politely to first birthday, Young Wild West." as this came
Jim winked at the youn,t deadshot
the guests, he said:
"Sorry I couldn't git here afore. I was busy from 'the lips of the man.
"Thank you. I mean to have a bie: celebration
settlin' up some accounts, an' the old woman got
mad 'cause she thought I oughU}r have more when that time comes."
"You do, eh? I would like to be invited."
money than I have. But it's all right now. She's
"Stranger, you have 11.'0t what I call plenty of
pi a good humor a,t'in.· Sometimes she lrits on her
told us who you are."
tantrums, Jill' wants to run. things. I always let nerve. You haven't even
"That's so, I forgot it. My name is John Rexher do it. But she soon Irita tired of it."
,reneral store business."
•1 do, eh'?" his wtte spoke up. "I reckon if it ter, and I am in the You
know who I am there is
"All right. Since
wasn't for me there wouldn't be much business
telline: you. I suppose you know
done here. You're the laziest man in New no need of my
my partners as well."
Mexico, an• you know it."
"Only by hearsay. One is Cheyenne Charlie
of
spite
in
smile
to
friends
our
This caused
and the other is Jim Dark, I believe.•
House
themselves. But the boss of the Half-Way
"You have got it pretty nearly right," Jim
did not seem to mind it one bit.
apoke up. "But it isn't as dark &11 you have
"Goin' to stop all night!" he asked.
painted it. It's Dart."
"Yes," Wild retorted. "We have just paid
• A mighty Quick name, boy. I ho1>8 you live
your wife."
up to the name.•
"That's all right. If you feel thirsty an' want
"I pon't know whether I do or not. But I
to ~ a little of the dust out of your ·throat, I never really thought there was anything very
reckon I kin fix you uP• !"Ve Jrot a ,rovernment Blow about me."
license, you kno"W"."
Then Jim shot another glance at the young
"I reckon a ,rood drink of water would just deadshot, and Wild knew right away that he
about suit ma now," the youn,r deadshot an- suspected the man who called himself John
, swered.
Rexter. Before anythinir further could be said
"Me, too," spoke u1> Jim Dart.
Bob Hall returned with the pail of water.
Cheyenne
too,"
one,
take
"I might as well
"Here yer are, gents," he called out, aa he
Afte1'
•
<Jharlie said, after a sll,rht hesitation.
took a dipper that was hanging to a nail and
I've washed the dust out of my throat with the proceeded to rinse it. "You wanted a drink of
water I might take a few dr~s of the tanglefoot water, an' here it is, right out of the' well,
to sorter git things in order,
'an' it's mighty cold, too. Help yourselves."
"You kin be fixed up 1n fine shape, 11.'ents," and
Just then a human form leaped lightly through
Bob Hall, the proprietor of the Half-Way House, the window.
epened a door trom the ball and led them into ~
"Me likee havee lillee tanglefootl" came the
medium-sized room where there were several exclamation. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
chairs and tables.
"It was Hop Wah, who was generally known
There was nothing like a bar in the place, but aa YollllA' Wild West's Clever Chinee, because
a closet in one corner was evidently where the he was a clever magician and a born practical
joker, and also a very valuable man in more waya
drinkables were kept.
"Jest wait till I ~ a pail of water," the pro- than one.
As the Chinaman stood bowing and smiling to
prietor said, as he motioned them to Bit down.
He picked up a pail and left the room, and as his small awilence, John Rexter suddenly dll!IW
he did so the man who had been upon the porch a revolver.
upon the arrival of our friends sauntered in,
"Get out by the same way you came in, fOU
carelessly rolling a cl,rarette, while a smile show- heathen!" he exclaimed. "I don't allow anything
like that to ha11pen in my presence."
ed upon his rather handsome face.
"Peculiar people,, Bob Rall and his wife,• he
"One minute," YollDJr Wild West said, in bl.I
INUtured. "They are alwan disp~ about cool and easy way, aa he stepped between tu
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h',o. "I want · you to understand, Mr. Rexter,
that I consider . the Chinaman
good as you
are. Now then, you just put• that gun away and
be nice. If y"ou don't, there "is e:oine: to be some
trouble."
·

as

--

CHAPTER IL-Wild Makes An ,Accidental
· Discovery.
There was a dangerous glitter in the eyes of
R1cxter when Young Wild .West bade him in
such a cool and · easy way to put away his gan.
But a smile quickly showed upon his face, and
with a voice that was somewhat mocking, he
said: .
"Oh, excuse me. I didn't know the Chinaman
was a friend · of yours."·
.
"You didn't, eh? I suppose you must have seen
him when we rode up to the ranch. He was with
us, that's certain."
"Well, I didn't see him. I never pay much attention to Chinamen; anyway, unless they come
too close to me. The ·fact is I don't like them,
but since you are taking it up for the heathen
I'll say no more. There's an old saying that
when you're in Rome vou should do as the Romans do. That's me, Young Wild West."
"Very well. No harm done, then. But I think
after· you have known our clever Chinee a while
you will change your mind considerably. The
fact is, he •isn't just an ordinary heathen, but
one of the best of them. He knows a great deal
more than the average of any race, and when it
comes to sleight-of-hand there are very few who
can equal him. Hop, §hake hands with Mr. Rexter, Mr. Hop Wah, who comes from China, lives
in America, and is just about as i.-ood as the
, ordinary run of Americans, as far as the true
meanin.11: of a man goes."
"Me velly glad to meet you; so be," Hop said,
extending his hand and bowing politely.
But Rexter did not appear to notice it.
"All - right, Youni.- Wild West," he said, in an
off-hand way. "You are a peculiar sort of young
fellow, I am sure. No doubt it is one of your
hobbies to make a pet of a heathen. If it is, I
see no reason why you shouldn't be allowed to
do so. But excuse me, I notice that Bob Hall
has found a bottle of Kentucky corn juice. I
am going to have a little of it, just for the
stomach's sake. Join me, won't you 7"
"No, thank you. The boss went out to .11:et a
fresh pail of water; so we might have a drink
·of it. That is good enough for me."
"Not in the humor to drink anything stronger
just now, eh?"
''I am never in the humor to do that. You see,
Mr. Rexter, I have never tasted liquor yet, and
as long as I feel the way I do now, I never will.
That don't mean, though, that I am opposed
to any one else drinking it. So lon.11: as they keep
making it and the government permits the sale
of it, I don't consider it my· business at all."
"You take a pretty broad view of it, I see. A
teetotaler yourself, yet you don't care how much
any one else drinks. I suppose you will buy it
sometimes for other 'people to drink."
"Oh, I have done · that quite often, I SUP;pose."

"And you " don't know what the taste of drink
it, eh?"
"No, I don't."
"It seems to me it is about time to learn,
then."
It might seem to you that way, but it do~sn't ·
to me. That makes all the difference in the
world, Mr. Rexter."
There was something sneerinJ1: about the man's
way, and thou.11:h our hero did not like it, he was
not going- to quarrel with him if it could be
avoided. He was pretty well satisfied that Rexter was really a dangerous man, and that if he
once got started there was no tellin.11: where he
would stop, unless a bullet happened to come his
way with te!lin.11: effect. Bob Hall appeared xelieved when he found there was .11:oinJ1: to be no
quarrel. Wild and his partners got the water
they wanted to drink, and then Hall purchased
a drink from a black bottle that had been put
upoh a table. Hop stepped U1> and took the
bottle after he was ·done with it, and the glance
that the man shot at him tole plainly how he disliked him for doing it. But Hop's money was
as good as any one's, and Hall seemed to think
so. The scout joined him in taldnir a drink, Wild
and Jim goin.11: on out as they were having it.
"Wild," Dart whispered, when they were in the
hall, "there's somethn\g wrong about that fellow.
I happened to be watching when Charlie told the
woman who you were. He jumped from his chair
so quickly that I couldn't help but noticing it.
He seemed to be startled, too, and he listened
with an eagerness that was pronounced. You
can bet that he has heard of you before and that
he doesn't like you very well."
"I am not at all surprised at hearing you say
that, Jim," was the cool and easy retort. "I have
already sized him up, and my conclusion is that
he will bear watching."
"You think about the same as I do, then."
"How is that, Jim?"
"I think that he might know somethin~ a out
Stinger Jack, the man who is being searched
for."
"Well, I think so, too, to tell the truth. I
don't -suppose for an instant that Stinger Jack
is doing his hold-up business entirely alone. The
chances are that he is acquainted all along the
. trail, and even though he may not have any
one to help him when he makes a hold-up, he
certainly knows just where to .11:0 to shield. himself when he is being searched for. I wouldn't
be surprised if Hall knows him quite well and
lets him hide here occasionally. He is a · jolly,
big fat fellow, but his wife admitted that they
had come here to make money. An outlaw who is
continually robbing some one must have plenty
of money, and by paying a good price for it, rto
doubt he could be accommodated in any sort ot
way."
"You have gone a little further in your conjecture than I have. But I don't doubt for a
moment but that you are 1·ight,. Wild."
"All right, we'll say no more about it just at
present. Let's go in and see how the girls are
making out."
However, they could hear laughin.11: and talking in another part of the house, and then they
knew that probably the girls were somewhere
enjoying the benefit of water and soap. The two
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water. It's a pretty dusty road from Silver
There was an old-fashioned ru.e: in the center of City."
"It always is dusty. It's so seldom we have
the room, and upon this set a heavy square table.
On the table were a few books, well worn but any rain here that it's a treat to git where there's
still in readable shape. About the room was an sich good water as. we have here at the ranch.
assortment of old-fashioned furniture, most of it We have a fine well. an' it never runs dry."
"Is the well in the cellar?" Wild asked, in an
the worse for wear, but still with an aspect of
·
a certain dep:ree of neatness. Wild stepped over · off-hand way.
"Cellar!" the woman echoed, showing- no little
to the table, and in doing so his feet accidentally
surprise. "There ain't no cellar under this house,
caused a corner of the ru.e: to turn up.
As he stopped to put it back in position •h e · It ain't many houses what has a cellar in, these
.
saw something that drew bis attention. It was a parts."
ring that was imbedded in the board so it lay
"Oh, is that so? I have stopped at a few
flush with the floor. Wondering what it was places where there are cellars under the houses,
there for, the boy pried it up with his finger and usually they have a spring of water in them.
and then gave a pull upon it. Then to the sur- That's why I asked the question."
"Well, there .ain't no cellar under this house, as
prise of the two boys there was a creakin.e: sqund
and a square piece of flooring with the table upon far as , I know of. We have only owned it a few
it began sinking downward.
months, you know. But I'm sure there ain't no
•
"By jingo!" exclaimed the young deadshot, cellar."
"Probably not. If there was one you certainly
letting .e:o the ring and starting back in amazement. "What sort of a contrivance do you call would know of it."
this, Jim?"
The woman looked at him rather curiously,
"I don't know what to make of it, Wild," was but evid'e ntly made up her mind that it was all
the reply. "Looks as though it's a sort of trap." right, for she said no more. In a few minutes the
"As sure as you live it is. But I reckon we had girls came in, and soon they were chatting gaily
better get the floor back in its place, for some and asking questions about the man who had been
one may come in at any moment."
on the rrch. Wild told them how he had obHe took hold of the ring again, and the moment jected t Hop bein~ in the other room, and the
he did . so the section of fl.oorinit went on down brief controversy that had followed.
until the table disappeared. The two looked over,
"A peculiar sort of man, Wild," Arietta said,
and saw that there was a deep cellar beneath, al).d with a shake of the head.
.
that it was very dark there. "Rather that way, Et," the younll deadshot
. "Jim," Wild said, as he looked around anxi- retorted, with a meanin£ smile. "I reckon he
ous1y, "I found the way to let the table down. needs to be looked after.''
Now I -must find a way to get it up. Just tum
"Oh, I understand. A little suspicious of him,
that rug over and .look around."
.
eh?"
Jim ran to the other side, and threw uo the
•"Say no more about it. little irirl, but keep your
rug.
and ears open. I have an idea that this is a
"Here 'it isl" he exclaimed. "Here's a ring . eyes
peculiar sort. of house."
exactly like the one over there."
The mistress had gone out before this, or the
"All right, just pull upon it. Hurry up a little."
Jim quickly lifted the ring and pulled upon it. youni;r deadshot would not have snoken this way.
Then, much to the satisfaction of both, up came But even then he did not pronqse to tell the irirls
the section of flooring. When it was exactly in anythin£ about the secret trap-door. Later on
place Wild went around and pulled the ring back he would do so. Presently there came a- burst of
where it had been raised from. There was a laughter from the room across the hall. All hands
sharp click as he did this, and then he knew knew it was Charlie who had uttered it, and they
imagined right away that somethinp: very funny ·
the trap, as be chose to call it, was locked.
"A pretty clever piece of business, Jim," the must have happened.
young deadshot whispered. "See how that rug · "Jim, I reckon we had better iro and see what's
has been cut. Why, it looks as if it's all in one the matter," Wild suggeste<l, nodding- to Dart.
"I reckon so," was the reply. "Come on."
·
piece right now."
The two quickly left .the room, and upon en"It certainly does," Jim admitted, as he took
a look at the article in Question. "Still, I can tering the one across the hall saw Hop standing
·
upon his head, his loose..flttin,:i: coat turned down
see now just ·where the trap is."
"So can I. But neither of us would have no- so it concealed his head and arms. His feet were
ticed it before. Well, all right. We'll find out moving back and forth in a funny sort of way,
what t hat trap is used for before we leave the and Cheyenne Charlie who was standinit a short
distance away, was \aughinll heartily. Rexter
ranch."
The y had not been a minute too soon in getting and the owner of the place were sittinir at a
the section of ftoorin£ back in place, for the door table. There was a broad a-rin on Hall's face,
opened just then and in came the mistress of the but Rexter seemed to be disgusted.
"What are you tryin,t to do, Hop?" Wild called
house. Her face was beamill'J!: now, and with a
out,' as he came in rather abruptly.
laugh she called out:
"Me allee samee standee on my head, Misler
"The £irls will be here in a minutet £entlemen.
They've been havin' a ,;rood time witn the water Wild. Me velly smartee Chinee," came the somewhat muffled reply.
an' towels I furnished them with."
"Well, just stand on your feet. You_ look a
"That's all right, Mrs. Hall," Wild answered,
smilingly. "I suppose it was · rather refreshing whole lot better that way." .
"Allee light, Misler Wild.'' and then with th@
for them to 11:et a chance at some ,tood clean.
11at down and took a look at the surroundings.
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greatest of eas~· the Chinaman tumed over and
landed upon bis feet.
His coat dropped down gracefully, and there
he was quite himself again.
"I'll tell you how it was, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie explained. "I bet the heathen he couldn't
stand on his head two minutes. It was for the
drinks, you see."
· "Well, you lost ¥our bet, then, didn't, you?"
"I s'pose I did, though maybE? it wasn t quite
two minutes that' he was standm' on his head.
But he would have done it all right if you ~ • ;
stopped him. I'm goin' to pay for t~e drmks.
"Misler Charlie velly smartee Mehcan man,
Misler Wild," Hop said, blandly. "We havee um
dlinks and len me bettee him he no standee on his
head two minutes."
"You won't bet me nothin' of the kin<i, heathen.
I ain't in the habit 'of .standin' on my head for
two seconds, let alone two minutes. I generally
keep on my feet when I ain't settin' down. Come
on an' git your tanglefoot. I reckon one more
drink won't hurt yer."
"Two thlee more dlinks no hurtee me, Misler
Charlie: Me velly smartee Chinee. Me no Jl,'ittee
dlunk."
Bob Hall laughed heartily at the way the
Chinaman spoke and acted.
"So he's your ·clever Chinee, eh, Young Wild
West?" he asked, as he arose to his feet to wait
upon the two.
"That's what they call him, Mr. Hall," the boy
answered.
"People have different views about clevemess,
I suppose," ventured Rexter, sneeringly. "I don't
eall it anything for a person to be able to stand
on bis head."
"Oh, that isn't anything to what Hop can do
if he wants to," Wild answered. "What would
you think if I were to tell you that he could go to
the center of this room and then disappear right
through the floorT"
Rexter gave a start as the boy said this, but
quickly recove~ himself, he answered:
"I should think that would be somethrw,: won(\j!rful, Young Wild West. If he can do that,
tnen I'll call him a very clever Chinaman."
"Can you do it, Hop?" Wild asked, nodding to
the Chinaman."
"Velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild," was the
retort.
"All right, then, go ahead. This man don't
seem to take a great deal of stock in you. 1
want to convince him that you are all right, and
I mean to do so if it takes from now until ~ht."
"Velly well, Misler Wild. Me showee um Melican man velly muchee quickee. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly
muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my
uncle. Now len, evelybody watchee. Me go light
thlough um floor, and · when me gittee in um
cellar me callee outtee. Len plettv soonee me
eomee back.''
Wild was watchina- Rexter and Hal, and he saw
them loo~ at each other uneasily.
Satisfted that he had said enough to make them
both do a lot of thinking, he-waited for the al8"I'
Chinee to go ahead · wtth his ma"1c trick.

CHAPTER III.-The Circus Clo'Wll.
"Now len,• Hop said, nodding to John Rexter,
"me showee you velly nicee tlick, so be. Me
go away from here velly muchee quickee and
gittee in um cellar under him house. When me
gittee lere me tellee you so. Len pletty soonee
me allee samee co.,piee back. Me velly smartee
Chinee.''
"You're sayin' a whole lot, heathen," Hall spoke
up, shakina- his head. · "You.may be a magician,
an' all that, but you can't fool us that way. In
the first place, there ain't no cellar under the
house, so you can't g!t there, that's sartfn."
"Lat allee light. You waitee,"
Young Wild West and his partners knew very
well • that Hop meant to show what might be
called his "disappeari nJ? trick."
It was old to them, but no doubt it would be
puzzling enough to Rexter and Hall. Hop shot
a look about the room, as if he was making up
his mind just where to stand before he would
disappear. But he really was looking at the
windows and doors. Being a very srood ventriloquist it would not be at all difficult for him to
make it appear that he was under the building
when he got ready to do it. It was rather seldom that he used his ventriloqui al powers, however, and this made it all the more interestinp: to
,Cheyenne Charlie, who really thought it aboat
the greatest feat that Hop was capable of performing. The clever Chinee stepped over near
an open window. He did not even look outside,
but he -knew pretty well that the dlstance from
the sill to the ground was not more than four
or ftve feet. That was all he cared to know ius~
then. He was ready to f?O ahead, and he at
once proceeded to do' so.
"Now len, evelybody watchee," he said, as he
coolly lighted a cigar and began puffina' away.
"You see me no R'Ottee somethling in my hands."
As he said this he let a quantity of brownish
powder fall about his feet. Then just as .if he
had, noticed that there was some dust upon the
legs of bis ba~y trousers, he went through the
performanc e of brushing them, but at the same
time he was scatterinir more of the powder
upon the floor.
"Go ahead and show• us the trick," ventured
Rexter, a ring of sarcasm in his voice. "I
don't believe there's anything wonderful about
you at all. Most likely you are over-rated. You
are pretty fresh for a heathen, I· know, and I
can't understand why such a fellow as Young
Wild West takes UD with you."
"Lat allee light. You wai~e. Now len, when
me countee tbll:le me allee samee go down thlough '
um floor. You watchee."
"Oh, there's no need of telling me to watch
you. I'll be looking at you all the time. Go
ahead."
"One!"_ said Hop, as he gave a stron,r puff
at bis cigar.
Rexter appeared to be only interested in an
ordinary sort of way, but the woprietor of the
ranch was leanin~ over, his mouth wide open and
his eyes fixed upon the Chinaman.
"Two!"
Hop took the cigar from his mouth and blew
oat a eloud of smoke.
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"Thlee!"
As he ·spoke the word he let the cigar drop at
his feet. Instantly there was a dull flash, and
then the room was filled with a -dense smoke.
"Hey, hey!" shouted Hall, as he started blindly
for the nearest ·means of exit. "The heathen has
set the house on fire." .
"Take it easy, Mr. Hall," Wild shouted, as he
covered his face with his hat to escape the fumes
of the smoke. "Lt's· only a magic trick."
Magic nothing," retorted Rexter through the
smoke. "He thinks that's a funny joke, but he's
the only one that thinks so."
There being a draught through the room, the
smoke rapidly thinned out, and then they were
able to see each other. All were there with the
exception of Hop. He had certainly disappeared.
"Hello, hello!" a muffled voice called out, and
it sounded exactly as· if it was directly under
the floor of the room.
1
' There you are!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
triumphantly. "He said he was goin' through the
floor into the cellar, an' I reckon he's there all
right."
"Nicee cellar down here," came the voice again.
· "VelLy muchee dark, so be. Me no see anythling. Me wantee comee upee."
Wild was watching the two men he suspected,
and he saw the faces of both turn rather pale.
They looked at each other in silence for a moment, and then Hall with a shake of his head
turned to a table in the corner of the room and
d d t h 1 h"
lf to d · l f
bot
0
~~~te ha;pe!e1:i t~m:: ther:. rm c rQ__m a
"I never knowed there was a cellar, not under
this part of the house, anyhow," he declared, as
if talking to himself.
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one knew that he was right in about the center
of the room.
As before, the smoke was not long in getting
out of the place, and then they all saw Hop in
flle act of rising to his feet.
"Velly hard workee, so be,'t he deciared, shakinl? his head. "'Me havee bigee timee gittee thlough
urn floor when me comee uppee. Nicee cellar
down lere. Evelythline: allee light. Hip, hi,
hoolayl"
Of course, Hop had simply taken advantage of
the open window when he caused the dense smoke
and when he got ready to come in again after
using his ventriloquial powers he simply threw a
sort of firecracker that contained the powder and
chemicals to cause the smoke in the room, and
then he came in the window and crept to what he
thought was about the center of it and waited for
the smoke to clear. It was a very easy thing to
do, and many times had the clever Chinee done
it before. But it happened that it was altogether
new to both the ranch owner and John Rexter.
Hall would have been willing to take an affidavit
that the Chinaman had really done what he said
he would do, while Rexter was of course of the
opinion that he had left the • room by means of
the window and returned in the same manner
under cover of the smoke. He was also a very
shrewd man, and believed the voice which. seemed
to come from under the building .was simply an
illusion, or, in other words, that the Chinaman
was a ventriloquist.
· "It's the most wonderful thing I ever heard
tell of," Hall declared, with a shake of his head.
"Don't say that, Bob," Rexter retorted, · with a
forced laugh. "Can't you understand it? Why,
it's as simple as the first three letters · of the ap- ·
phabet. You don't for a moment believe the
"Nor any other part of it," spoke up Rexter, Chinaman actually went down through the floor
quickly, aH he joined him at the table.
h
"But there must be, or how could the Chinaman and t en returned in the same way, do you 'l"
be there.?" Wild said, smilingly.
"He must have been under there, 'cause we
heard him," was the reply.
"Well, I never knowed about it/ anyhow. 1
"You mean you thought you heard him under
bought the place, but never had no idea the~ei there."
•
was anything under it but the ground. You km
go outside yourself an' you kin see that there
"Sartinly I th0 Ught so, an' I think so yet."
ain't even room enough for a dog to crawl under.
"Don't you suppose it might be possible for
him to throw his voice and make it sound as if
I kn ow the heathen couldn't have crawled under, he
was under the building ? "
even if he was outside."
"Do you think it could have been done that
"Me wantee cornea up lere," came a muffled way?" and Hall brightened up.
·
voice, apparently directly under the floorinJ,? at
"I don't think anything about it. I'm certain
the center of the room.
of it. I'm willing to admit now that the China"Come on up, then," called out Rexter, look- man is very clever-that he is a real magician,
ing at the exact spot where the voice seemed to in fact. Now then, we mav as well laugh it over
come from. "You ·went down there by magic, · and give him the credit of performing a very
now let's eee you come up the same way."
good feat."
Thud! Something hit the floor rather lightly,
"You take the right view of it, I see, Mr.
and the insta,nt it did so there was a flash and Rexter," Young Wild West said, in his cool and
once more the room was filled with smoke. Hall easy way. "But I'm glad to hear you say that
uttered a startled _cry, and clutched the table as you J,?ive the Chinaman the credit of being very
ff he feared be might be suddenly whisked from clever. Th~t probably means that you will show
the room. Rexter sneezed violently and gave a little better feeling toward him."
vent to an oath.
.
"I don't mean anything of the sort, Young Wild
"I have a strong notion of shooting the heathen West. I have no use for a --- heathen, no matter
when he -shows up again," he called out angrily. how smart or "lever he may be. I don't believe
"Don't do that, my friend," Wild retorted, there was ever an honest one living, and. this
through, the •smoke. "You will make the mistake clever one of yours is no exception.''
of your life if you do. That heathen is all right.
"All right, let it go at that, then. Hop, you
If you can't appreciate his magic you must be a had better get out of here, for the first thing you
queer sort of man, indeed."
know Mr. Rexter will be wanting to fill you full
"Me allee light now," Hop called out, and every of holes. I have an idea that he is something OD
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the shoot. By the looks of him it would appear
that way."
"You have got that nearly right, young fellow," Rexter retorted, angrlly. "Don't think
that I am afraid to shoot when it's necessary. It
makes no difference who is before me, either."
"Meaning that you would just as leave take a
shot at the Champion Deadshot of the West as
any one else, then?" Cheyenne Charlie said, questioningly.
"You can take out of it what you like. But
don't think that I am afraid of anyone here."
"Mr. Rexter, I think you are talking a little
too fast," Wild said, in his cool and easy way.
"I wasn't aware that there was any cause whatever for you to do any shooting. But since you
have gone as far as you have, I am willing to go
outside with you and shoot it out with you.
That's the way I do business. I am only a boy,
I know, but I can't help that. If I live long
enough I'll be a man. Now then, what are you
going to do about it?"
"Do you really think I'm afraid to Jl.'O outside
and shoot it out, Young Wild West"?" Rexter
asked.
"Yes, that's just what I believe."
"ls there any occasion for me to do so?"
"That's for you to judge, not me. You have
been doing all the talking about it. I have simply
told you what I think, and you can bet all you're
worth that I won't go back an inch. · 1 wouldn't
care if there were three just like you here and
all of them wanted to ·take a chance at me. I'd
be willing. Now then, what's it going to be?"
"Pshaw!" and a forced laugh came from the
man's lips. "I think you are getting altogether
too fast. Just because I got a little angry about
the Chinaman, you have pushed matters so far
as to invite me to fight a duel with you."
"I haven't done anything of the kind. You
have been doing all the forcing. Now then, if
you don't want to go outside, suppose we have
it out right here?"
•
A.a Wild said , this he jerked a gun from the
holster at his right hip and leveled it straight
at the man's breast.
"Come, hurry up and answer my question, or
you'll drop," the boy cried, his eyes flashing.
Still, he did not mean to shoot.
That was not his intention.
He simply wanted to make the man before him
cower and give in.
"Don't shoot," came the startled reply. "I
didn't think it was going as far as this.''
"All right, then. I reckon that will be about
all.''
So saying, Wild dropped the revolver back
where it ~onged and then coolly walked from
the room. Angered and crestfallen, but not daring to make a move against the boy, Rexter went
and sat down at a table.
"You have got a yaller streak, Rexter," Cheyenne Charlie called out, sneeringly. "There ain't
half as much sand in you as you try to make
out. You don't dare to go outside and shoot
it out with me. I'd drop you over at the :first
c:rack.''
"That's fine," sneered Rexter, "There are
three of you against one. All right. Let it · go
at that. It don't mean that I am a coward just
because I am takin6; water from three who claim

to be dead shots."
Charlie was about to say
something more, but just then the rumbling of
wagon wheels came to their ears.
"Come out, boys," the young deadshot called
from the outside. "Here comes a sorry-looking
outfit, and a queer one, at that."
All hands immediately rushed outside, including Rexter and the boss of the place.
The Jl.'irls came out, too, and the sight that
met their gaze was nothin2' more or less than
a gaudily-painted wagon drawn by four horses
and being driven bv a man who was attired in
a clown's rig. Such an uncommon sight was
bound to create considerable interest.
"I know what it is," Jim Dart cried. "It's a
circus clown. What in thunder can it be doing
in these -parts T" As the wagon reached the
front of the house the driver broug-ht the horses
to a halt and leaped to the ground.
"How are you, ladies and ~ts?" he called
out, showing that he was really glad to meet
some one. "I am in the hardest luck that a
circus man ever struck. Here I am with nothing
but the ring costume I am wearing now to put
on in the way of clothing. Not a red cent to
my name, and willing to sell out everythmg I've
got here fore one-tenth of what It is worth. I
want to get back to the nearest railroad station,
and if I can only rake up enough money to buy
some clothes and get a ticket for Chicago~ I'll
never go traveling with a show a,?ain as 1ong -,
as I live."
·
The manner in which the man spoke was
quite convincing to our friends that he was telling the truth. Yet there was something so
ludicrous about it all that they could not help
smiling. Certainly he looked much out of place
in the rather dirty costume of a circus clown.
He was without a hat, and his closely cropped
hair added to his comical, forlorn appearance.
"Want to sell out, eh?" Cheyenne Charlie
asked, as he cast a critical ,rlace at the four
horses.
"Yes, that's what I do," was the quick reply,
and the clown looked eargerlv at him.
"Where's the rest of the show?" Wild asked.
"That's more than I can tell. But I know .,
where some of it is. The boss quit the gang
after the tent burned down at a mining town
about a hundred miles from here. He got away
with all the money there was, too. Most every
one lost everything they had. The fire started
just as we were gettins;r readv to ,d.ve the night
performance. I managed to get away with what
you see on me now. Eight of us Wok a trail
which somebody told us would fetch us to a
railroad station at some time or other. We
landed at a mining place called Lucky Jack Camp
yesterday, and when we got there this outfit yoQ
see was all we had left. The other seven that
was with me found a chance to go to work over
at Lucy Jack, as they call it, and then we threw
the dice to see who would take the four horses
and the wagon. The trick mule belonged to me,
anyhow. Well, I won, so here I ~ d want to
·sell out."
"I reckon you won't ,tit a whole lot for them
horses," the scout observed. "They're putty
bony, an' they all look as though they're old
enough to die.''
"I know they're not very valuable. We worked
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tnem on the way, using them to pull the circus · seemed to feel as if he ,;yould not mind making
outfit. But that trick mule is worth a thousand a deal.
dollars of any man's money. I'm willing to sell
"Well, you'll all admit that each one of those
her for a l1undred. Hello, Jennie!" The man horses must have cost as much as a hundred
.
turned to the back of the wagon, and instantly dollars, won't you?" ,
"But it was a long time ago when the off
there was a bray of r't!cognition ..
"Velly nicee mule, so be.'' Hop Wah observed, leader was worth anything like •that," was the..
as he stepped up and patted the animal on the reply.
back. "Me givee you bundled dollee for um
"Maybe it was. But I said I was willing to
sell everythinJ? I had for one-tenth of what ft;
mule."
"She's yours, my heathen friend!" the clown was worth. . How about ten dollars apiece for
exclaimed; joyously. "Hul'l"y up and _give me the horses and twe:rrty dollars for the wag-on?
That will make it sixty dollars."
the money before you change your mind."
"Reckon I'll go yer," and Hall promptly
went into the house. When he came out he was
followed bv his wife, who had been looking
through the window, an interested spectator.
CHAPTER IV.-Hop and "Jennie."
"Be careful, Bob," the woman advised. "MayThere was no doubt but what the Chinaman be them ho.rses might have been stolen."
"I'm goin' to take the chances on that," was
was in earnest when he made the offer of a
hundred dollars for the long-eated animal that the reply. "Sixty dollars ain't much to lose, anywas hitched to the rear end of the wagon. Really, how. If he gives me a receipt for the money, I
there was nothing about the mule that would reckon I'll manae:e to hold the horses an' wagon
·
make it appear it was worth much. But Hop a while, anyhow." .
According to the receipt the clown had given
must have thoug}_lf it • would prove a ~luable
acquisition to his belongings, otherwise he would Hop, his name was S. Walters. He quickly
not have spoken so quickly. He quickly drew a wrote one for Hall, and the money was duly paid
buckskin bag from one of his pockets and counted to him. Then with a sigh of relief he started
out a hundred dollars. "You sure um mule be- for the door of the house saying: .
"I suppose you have got something- in the way
long to you?" he asked, showing that he wanted
to be satisfied that it would be a bona fide deal. ·o f refreshments here, haven't you?"
"Plenty of it," the mistres-s of the ranch
"Just as sure as the stars shine in the night,"
the clown retorted, holding out his hand for the answered. All right, then. · I want something
money. "I have owned that animal ever since to drink right away, and then if any of your
she was ten weeks old. He's just about four men folks has got any spare clothes I'd like to
years old now, and I've always treated her kindly. have you fit me out. I don't know as you ought
I trained her to a hundred and one tricks, and to di.arge me for 'em, either, 'cause any old
she's the smartest little beast that ever sported clothes will do. This clown's rig isn't exactly
a pair of long ears. Give me the money and suited to me just now."
"I'll fix you up," Hall's wife answered, with a
.
she's yours heathen."
"Me wantee um leceipt," Hop said, holding on smile. "You'll want supper, lodgin' an' a breakfast, too, won't ,.you ?"
to the wad of bills.
"I certainly will. If you have got anything
"Is that all you want? Who's· got a piece of
paper and a pencil? I'll mighty soon fix that." ~ood to eat, don't be afraid to put it before me
Jim Dart promptly stepped forward and handed Just as soon as it is ready."
"Well, we have supper at six. Kin you wait
a small pad which he carried with him to the
clown, and also gave him a pencil. Then the till that time 'l"
"I suppose I'll have to if yqu can't give it to
receipt was quickly written out, and a signa_!ure
me before.''
attached, and the deal was made.
"Whatee you say um mule's name!" Hop, in"I might fix up somethin' like a cup of coffee
and a sandwich for you- right now."
quil'ed, as he proceeded to untie the halter.
"Do it, then, my good woman. I am pretty
"Jennie is her name. I hate to part with her,
but since I've made up my mind not to stay in hungry. You iiee, I came away from Lucky Jack
the circus business any longer, it ain't likely Camp without any dinner. The fact was I was
she'll ever be any good to me. 'fake her and see dead broke, and after I won what was left of.
to it that you treat her kindly. Good-by, Jennie." the circus outfit from my friends, none of them
Then much to the surprise of all hands tears was kind enough to buy me ~y,thing- to drink,
actually came into the eyes of the comical-look- let alone something to eat. They all went back
Jng fellow. The mule _gave a bray as if to- show , on me but maybe I'll 'beat them out yet. They
its sympathy, and then after he had counted can go ahead and dig for gold or work like
the money over twice to make sure that it was slaves in a silver mine if they want to. But none
the right amount, . the clown turned to Rexter, of that for me. I want to get to the railroad
who was standmg near the door of the house station and then you'll see how fast I'll make for
Chicago."
and looking on in an intere ted sort of way.
"Say," he said, "what will you give me for the
"It ain't mu9h of a walk to Silver City, an'
you'll sartinly find a railroad station there,"
four horses and the wagon?"
''I have no use· for them," was the rather curt Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, a grin on his face.
"How far is it?"
ref.ly. "I wouldn>t take them as a -gift."
'How about you?" and he turned to Hall.
"They say ab9ut fifteen miles. rt mig-ht be
"What do you think. the outfit's worth 'l" was a little rough,. but you kin make it in three or
Iha ·reply, for the owner of the ranch-h9use four hours, if you keep right on goin'."
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"All right, I won't mind a little walk like
fifteen miles. I'll start out the first thing in the
mornin'." Meanwhile, Hop was making friends
with the mule, and, strange to say, the little
animal took to him rather kindly. The clever
Chinee Jed Jenl)ie, as he called her_ around ·to
the shed where the horses belonging to the
party had been tied, and it was not long before
she was being treated to a generous mess of
oats. Hop stood near Jennie all the time she
was eating, and he kept talking to her in his
pidgin-English, and when he finally found that
she would nod to him when he asked a question,
he felt that he was making- rauid progress.
Having nothing else to do, Wild and his companions sat upon the rickety porch of the ranchhouse and talked over the incident of the arrival
of the circus clown. Hall called his hired man
and had his purchases transferred somewhere to
the rear of the house. John Rexter had gone
inside, and he did not see fit to show himself.
No doubt he had found that it would not be
advisable to get into any further argument with
Young Wild West or his partners.
In a trifle over half an hour Walters, the
clown, came out attired in a pair of trousers
and shirt that were much too big for him, while
a ragged sombrero adorned his head.
"I've ,:tot everything but good shoes," he said,
smilingly as he nodded to those on the porch.
"Maybe· one of you gentlemen has got a uair
you would like to sell or 1?ive away."
"I reckon I kin fix you up all right, p_ard,''
Cheyenne Charlie answered. ' "I've got a pair of
boots that's putty nigh new. I made a mistake
in buyin' 'em, 'cause they're a little too short
for me. I'll give 'em to vou."
"Thank you. You're a perfect gentleman, I
can see that." Charlie went around to the shed
where the supplies had been stored temporarily,
and was not long in returning with the boots.
"Here yer are," he said, passinl!.' them to the
waiting man. "You kin ·s ee that they're all
right. I told vou they was mi1rhty nigh new, an'
so they are."
"I am a thousand times obliged to you, Mr.
What's Your Name?"
'
"Me name is Cheye:pr,e Charlie."
"Oh, excuse me. Well, thank you, Mr. Cheyenne Charlie. Some day I may be able to return
the compliment. If I catch vou stranded and
with four old horses and a .rickety old wagon
and a trick mule in your possession, I'll certainly
Jdve · you a pair of boots."
"I{ you wait till that happens you'll never give
me any, you kin bet on that," the scout retorted,
with a laugh."
"How is my heathen friend making out with
Jennie?" the clown ventured, after a pause.
'
"I seen him back there in the shed learnin' the
critter to talk Chinee language. He was makin'
out putty good, too, though the blamed mule
didn't seem to pronounce the words jest right
yet. But if anybody kin do it, Hop kin, an'
you kin. bet that the mule will know a whole lot
more than she does now in less than two weeks.
That heathen is a magician, an' he kin make
mules or any other livin' things do stunts that
no one else kin make 'em do."
"A magician, eh 'l Well, that's strange. Does
he ever do anythin1r funny?"

"He's always <loin' something' funny."
"Then he's got just what he needed. That's
the funniest mule that ever lived. She's strong
enough to carry a two-hundred pound man and
be able to kick her heels six feet in the air at
the same time. I suppose I'd better tell the
heathen all the tricks she can do. I'm sorry to
part with her, but I've made up my mind to quit
the circus business, so Jennie couldn't ever be
of any more use to me."
"Tell him, by all means," Wild spoke up. "He
gave you what you asked for her."
"Yes, and I'm sorry now I didn't ask two
hund1•e<l. But never mind. I've got enough
money to get back to Chicago." Wli'-lters went
to the further end of the porch and soon had
thrown away the old shoes and put on the boots.
"A little bit too big," he said, as he came
back. "But that's a good failing. I have got a
loh1r walk ahead of me, so my toes ain't likely to
get pinched." He had such a humorous way
about him that the girls could not help smiling.
Even in misfortune he could shaw a jolly
nature. Having- eaten his sandwich and swal•
lowed a cup of coffee, he was quite content to
wait - until supper-time. It was fully an hour
after Hop had gone away with the .nule before
he came back leading the animal.
"Velly nicee mule, Mister Wild," he said, nodding to the young deadshot. "Me likee Jennie
velly muchee. She likee me, too. Me showee _
you something." Then he faced the long-eared "'
beast toward those on the porch, and said:
"Jenny, you say how de do to evelybody." As·
if she really understood, the mule nodded her
head, and then looked inquiringly at the group.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"That sartinly does beat all. The blamed mule
understands him."
That isn't anything," declared Walters, shaking his head. "I'll just tell the heathen what
that mule is capable of doing." He then went
on to relate that Jennie could be made to waltz
upon her hind legs, as well as to buck when it
was required. The trainer simply had to whisper
in her ear to buck, and she would do it, no matter
who was upon her back at the time.
"You tly lat," Hop said, nodding to him.
"You want me to 1ret on her ba'Ck, and then
you will whisper in her ear to buck, will you?"
"Lat light."
"Well, she won't do it with me."
"You tly, anyhow."
"To please you, I will."
Walters winked at the rest and then quickly
mounted the mule. Jennie threw back her ears
as if she resented it. and he called out sharply:
"Whoa, there, gall! You know who it is, I
think. Now behave yourself."
With a smile that was child-like and bland,
Hop leaned over and, placing his lips close to
one of the mule's ears, said:
"Jennie, allee samee buckee."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
the hind hoofs of the mule flew high into the
air, and Walters landed upon all fours ten feet
ahead of them. This caused a roar of laughter;
Cheyenne Charlie making the most noise, as
usual. ·
"Wel1, I'll be blamed!"' the clown exclaimed,
as he slowly got upon his feet and brushed the
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dust from his clothing. "Jennie has gone back go with them. or probably they did not feel like
on me. Well, I don't blame her, She must have doing so, as they were not invited, so the young
known that I sold her for a hundred dollars deadshot and his sweetheart went around to
when she's worth a thousand. To bad\ too badl" where the horses were kept and found Hop · there
'
He shook his head sadly, and then qUlckly made interested in his mule.
"Jennie velly nicee, Misler Wild," the clever
-is way inside the. house.
.
"Now len, ladies and gentlemen,'!. Hop 88.ld, Chinee declared. "Me likee her velly muchee."
Walters, the clown, was with him, and he
smilingly, "me gottee velly smartee mule. Me
havee plenty fun, so be. Me likee J enie velly nodded approvingly.
"I'm inclined to believe that Hop can do more
muchee, and Jennie lfkee me. Evelything allee
with that beast than I ever could," he said. "But
light."
·
So saying, he led the mule around the comer I don't care. I feel certain that Jennie has falle11
of the house, and he did not show up again until into good hands, and that's a great comfort to
me."
the bell rang for supper.
"You can rest assured that Hop will take
good care of her," Wild answered, as he proceeded to saddle Arietta's horse. Having done
this, he was not lont,: in getting Spitfire in readinCHAPTER V.-Wild Learns Somethini? of
Importance.
ness to mount, and then the two soon rode around
to the front of the house and took the trail in
As Young •Wild West and his friends entered the direction of the mininl? camp. Our hero had
the room where the supper had been prepared a purpose in taking a ride, though he had not
for them. they all looked around expecting to told his sweetheart of it. As they permitted the
see Rexter there. But he had not shown up, nor horses to walk slowly along the trail, he was ~
looking at the ground sharply.
did he appear during the course of the meal.
"Just as I thought, Et," he said, suddenly.
"Mrs. Hall," Wild said, as he was rising from
"The woman said Rexter had gone to the town,
the table, "where is your other guest 'l"
"Other guest?" the woman asked showing meaning Silver City, I suppose. But he didn't
surprise. "You don't mean one of the Chinamen, go that way at all. I have been following the
tracks of his horse, and he came this way. Now
do you'?"
,
"No, I mean Rexter. He is stopping here, then, just keep your eyes open and maybe we'll
isn't he? I notice that there is room for four see something that will prove interesting before
more people at the table. Isn't he in the. habit very long.''
"Wild I'll bet you think the same as I do,"
of eating in the dining-room?"
"Oh, Jack-I mean Rextez--had his supper Arietta answered, lookinl!' at his closely.
"Maybe I do. But what do you think, Et?''
nearly 'a n hour ago. He had to t,:o away. He's
"I think that Rexter is the man they call
got business in the town tonight."
Stinger Jack."
"Oh, that accounts for his not bting here."
"That's funny. I do think that way, little
"Yes, he thought since he had a little trouble
with you folks he had better eat m the kitchen. glrl."
He's a peculiar man, you know, an' he never
"AI!d I also believe that the Halls are in
likes to git into trouble. S'pose he had enough sympathy with him, and do all they can to keep
him from befno- caught by the searching parties."
of it, from what I heard Bob said.''
"There wasn't very much trouble, Mrs. Hall.
"There you go again. That's exactly the way
But it strikes me that Rexter is a peculiar sort I think. But it's all right, Et. We are g:oinir to
of man, as you say. You say he has business in nab Stinger Jack, and before this time tomorrow, too. You can put that down as coming
the town?"
"Yes, he has business at both ends of the trail. straight from me, and you know pretty well that
Has a lot to look after, though I s'poae he's got I always accomplish what I say I will."
enough men workin' for him that he kin trust,
"I haven't the least doubt but that you will
catch him, Wild.''
so he don't have to be there all -the time.''
"Have our two heathens had their supper yet?"
"But I want to see him in action, then catch ·
"They're eatin' in the kitchen now with that him dead to rights. That will make it all the
more interesting and exciting."
clown teller.''
"All right, then. Much obliged to you for
While the young deadshot had told those they
taking so much r,alns. You certainly have ,riven left at the ranch that they were J?oing to take
a ride and be back before it got dark, it mattered
us a good meal. '
"I'm iclad to hear you say that, Younl? Wild little to him if they remained away two or three
West," the woman answered, her eyes sparkling hours. He was bent upon discoverin,ir somewith pride. "They do say I'm a pretty )lood thing, and having satisfied himself that the man
cook. J: work hard to keep thlngs goin' here. he suspected had gone in that direction, he was
If it wasn't for me I s'pose we would never a;db- ready to keep on even if he had to l?O all the wa~
along, 'cause Bob is so fat an' la;i tthat some- to Lucky Jack Camp. For a couple of miles thef
times he can't hardly git out of his own way." continued on at a slow pace. Then Wild started
They all went out and sat on the porch. a while, oft at a canter, his sweetheart followin11: him.
and this becoming rather monotonous, Wild nod- The sun was just disappearing in the West now,
ded to his sweetheart and said:
and both new that it would soon be dark. But
"Et, suppose we go for a little ride along the the brave ,rirl did not mind this in the least. So
trail befo~ it gets dark ?n
long as she was with her dashing young lover
"All right, then, we'll go and get the horses it mattered not wbat dan,rers they mii?ht come
right away.'' The rest did not seem to care to upon. Watchini? the trail now and then. Wild
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easily picked out the hoof-prints he had started
to follow, and when another mile had been covered
he suddenly reined in the sorrel, at the same
time throwinl!: up his hand for his sweetheart to
halt. Turninl!: his horse, he went back a few
yards and then quickly dismounted.
"Mr. Rexter stopped here, it seems," he · observed, as he nodded -to his sweet~art.
"Yes, I can see that," was the reply, and
the Arietta quickly dismounted.
"More than that, Et. He met some one here.
See the other hoof-prints?"
,
"Yes, I see them," and the 11:irl looked around
and 11:ave a nod of approval.
Mounting a11:ain, they proceeded on for probably a quarter of a mile, keeping their horses at
a slow walk and watching the ground sharply. It
happened that the earth was pretty soft just
there, and their horses were making scarcely any
noise. Suddenly Wild reined in Spitfire and held
up his hand, meanine- for .his sweetheart to keep
silent. He gave a sniff or two at the air, and
then in a w}ijsper said:
"I smell tobacco smoke.''
Arietta nodded, and then delared that she
did, too. Both knew this meant that there must
be a man somewhere close at hand. But It
happened that what little breeze there was l:ilowin11: came directly toward them, and this meant
that the man who was smokin11: mi11:ht be as far
away as a hundred yards. But that was close
enough, Wild thought, and he was not sure but
that they had been discovered. However, he was
willin11: to take the risk, so dismounting he led
his horse into a cleft among the rocks at the
side of the trail, Arietta following him.
"Now then, Et," Wild said, nodding his head
reassm·ingly, "you stay right here with the
horses. "I am going to creep alon11: the edge of
the trail and see if I can find out anything. I
won't be gone long so don't be the least bit
worried."
The girl nodded and sat down upon
a rock, and then the younJ? <leadshot slipped
away, taking pains to keep close to the side of
the rocky bank.
He moved alonl!: for a couple
of hundred feet without making a sound. Ther.
he paused and listened. The sou nd s of low
voices came to his ears, but the words were not
intelligible. With a nod of satisfaction the
young deadshot got upon his hands afid knees
and crept further along, taking care to keep his
movements concealed.
As he reached a sharp bend in the trail he
crept behind a boulder, and then he was able to
bear the voices quite plainly.
"I'll fix it all right," he heard the voice of
John Rexter say. "If you are sure there is going
to be anythinl!: worth while in it, you can bet
I'll relieve the tourists of their money and valua'ble!l, and do it is slick as grease, too. What do
I care if there were a dozen of them instead of
only two?"
.
"Of course you wouldn't care, Jack," was the
reply. "But I happen to know that one of them
bas got a big pile of money with him. I heard
bim say at the tavern this morninl!: that he always carried enough , with him to pay his way
through. The other fellow declared that he
didn't believe in havin' too much money with
him, and he was always in fear of bein' robbed.
Jrut he's e;ot a tine gold watch, Jack. Must be

worth a couple of hundred, if it's worth a dollar.''
"I'll wear that watch later on, you can bet,•·
was Jack's reply. "I'll just scare these two tourists half to death with my dummies. Then I'll
relieve them of what they have l!:ot and I'll hand
each the card of Stinger Jack, the Terror of the
Trail. Ha, ha, ha!"
'
"You'll do it right here, I s'posel They're
comin' over this way, 'cause they made up their
minds to take dinner at Hall's ranch to-morrow.
They're leavinl!: two others at the tavern. All
rich people, Jack, and maybe you'll be able to
get a chance at the others, too, later on.''
"They'll be comin11: to Silver City, won't they?"
Stin11:er Jack asked.
"Oh, yes. They ain't 11:oin, any further than
Lucky Jack Camp. You know they come over
with the sta11:e the other day, but you thought the
outfit was a little too strong for you, so you
didn't tackle it."
"The two who are coming over this way tomorrow mornin11: were in the stage, then.''
"Yes, there's four of 'em, as I just said. But
two of 'em seem to be anxious to meet with some
kind of adventures, and one of them carries a big
pile of money with him. That's why I rode over
to tell you about it."
"Well, you're a pretty e;ood man, Jerry. If
I make out aJl right I'll make you a present of a
fifty-dollar note."
"I won't refuse it, because business ain't none
too good in the camp just now. I've been held up
on my pay for about two weeks, and fifty dollars
:would come in mighty handv.''
"You shall have it to-morrow night at this
very time, if I come out all right. I mean by
that if there's anythin11: worth while to be taken
from the two tourists. Of course, the. holdup
part of it will be easy.''
"G · , t O
· · h
om
do it rig t here, I suppose?"
"I don't know of a better place. There's the
bushes over there that will just suit my purpose..
All I have got to do is to stick the muzzle of
four or five rifles out of them and then put hats
behind them just so they can be seen. \\Then I
step out and tell the tourists they are covered
and point to the dummi-',s, I rather think they will
b
•
e willinl!: to give in right away."
"Of course they will. That thing worked once
with the stage-coach, didn't it?''
"You bet it did, and I don't believe anv one
knows the difference yet, although I have ·heard
it said that I am supposed to do business all
alone."
"Most likely they tumbled to it, Jack. It is a
lucky thinJ1!' you have got so many friends at
both ends of the trail and hatiwav between. No
man can get alonl!: very well wit}:lout friends.''
"No, and I have plenty of them, and they're
true friends, too. There's Bob Hall and his wife,
for instance.''
"Oh, they're all right. That's where you live,
if you have got any place you can can your
home.''
"Yes, that's where I live, and Hall and his
wjfe profit very much by it, too. I am very liberal
with them, Jerry."
"I don't know what time them two tourists
will leave the tavern, but generally they don't
liave breakfast much before half-past eight. Most
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· likely they'll leave at nine ~'cloclc, so you had
better be here a little after that time."
"I'll be here, all right, and I'll be all fixed for
,
them. If any one e_lse happen s to come along in
the meantim e, I'll be fixed for them, too. There
is nothirrg like doing busines s every time the
chance affords. The ~ore I ~d that I am wanted the more I feel hke showmg them all what
fools they are. Ho, ha, ha!"
Wild had not venture d to . peer around t_h.e
boulder as yet, for he knew 1t would be quite
a risk, since there wa~ no ~elling but that one
of them mi1?ht be looking right that way. But
when he heard them both moving after Stinger
Jack, as he proudly called himself , had uttered
the laugh, he took the risk of peering around tl-.e
obstruc tion. Then he saw the two men walking
toward their horses.
"I reckon I've heard about enough ," the boy
·mutter ed, under his breath. " It's much better
than I expecte d. Stinger Jack is no doubt a
very cr'lfty villain, but he makes a mistake when
he meets a friend on the trail and talks loud
enough to be overhea rd. But it's all right. No
m1ttter how shrewd a fellow may be, he's bound
to make mistak·es. I'll attend to Stinger Jack
to-morr ow mornin g."
The boy then crept rapidly away, and soon
joined his waiting sweethe art.
"I reckon we had better be on the move, Et,''
-he said in a low tone of voice. "I met with great
luck a~d I'll tell you about it as we ride along.
Corde on. We must let our horses walk a little
~ 'distanc e, for I don't mean to spoil what I have
accomp lished.''
The girl nodded and quickly mounte d. Then
the two turned and went back in the directio n
f the ranch Wild kept looking over his shoulde r
but when h~ saw nothing of Stinger Jack or hi~
compan ions, he decided that it was safe to go at
a gallop, so they set out in that way. , Wh~n
they got back to the ranch it was dark. Charlie
and Jim were sitting on the porch with Anna and
Eloise in the cool of the evening . There was a
rather dingy light burning in front of the building, but it · did nothing more tha;n to make the
place look rather uninviti ng. Still it might have
been hailed with delight by a tired traveler , f~r
it certainl y looked to be a haven of rest.
"You must have gone quite a little distance ,
the scout's wife spoke up, as the girl dismou nted
and turned her horse over to her lover. in the
"Yes, we rode quite a little distance
directio n of the mining camp. But we didn't 1?et
there, though. We decided that it was a little
too far."
Of course, Wild had told Arietta all that he
had heard the two men talking about, but the
girl was not goine: to say anythin g until he retur~ed after · putting away the horses. They all
questio ned her, but she evaded them laughin gly,
and declare d that nothing out of the ordinar y had
happen ed. Knowin g that it would be dangero us
for Hall or his wife to overhea r anythin g, the
girl was bound to keep silent on the subject.
Wild soon came back, and then all hands went
into the house. Mrs. Hall was in the parlor, and
was just sorting over some books.
· "Well, ladies," she said, smiling-ly, "I s'pose
it's rather dull here. I'ye been huntin' all over

1~

. for somethl n' that you might like -to .read. Here!s
the best I kin give you."
They thanked her, and soon the girls , were
looking over the books.
"Blame d if I like this at all," Cheyenne Charlie
de_clared, with a shrug of .-the shoulde rs. "It
might have been all right if Rexter had stayed
here or somebo dy · else had come in to start
somethi n' goin'."
"I recko!1 we had better call Hop and let him
do someth mg to- amuse us," said Wild.
"Where is the ,blamed heathen , anyhow ?" and
the scout arose and went to the door. He crossed
the hall and opening the door of the other room,
looked inside. "Here he is," he called out. "He"s
playin' cards with ,the boss an' that clown feiler.''
"Is that so?" the young deadsho t answere d.
"Well, I reckon I'll go in and warn lmem not to
gamble with him. Et," and he turned to his
sweethe art, "go ahead and read your book."
Then he gave her a knowin g glance, which she
. underst ood • to mean that she was to M very
careful how she talked, lest the woman of the
house might overhea r what she said. Jim went
into the other room also, and when the threea
entered they fou!1d Hop, sure enough, playing
game of cards with Hall and Walters .
''.Whatt ee ma~~e, Misler Wild?" the _clever
Chmee asked, r1smg from the table hastily.
"I don't know as there's anythin g the matter,
Hop,'' was the reply. "But I see you have
money on the table. Now, then I am going to
tell Mr. Hall an,d Mr. Walters that they had
'
better not do a~y e:ambling with you."
Before anythm g further could be said the
clatter of hoofs sounded outside and then a ·
.nu,~nber of ho~seme~ ,rode up to the door.
Maybe we re gom to have a chance to have
s~me excit~m ent, ~fter. all," the scout remarke d.
wi th a nod of satisfac tion.
"Soll:1;e of,,~he men from the ranoh below here,
most hkely, Bob Hall observe d, as he arose
from the table and nodded to our friends.
They're a good lot of boys, so you needn't be
'
afraid of any trouble ."
"I -reckon we are not afraid of that part 0f it,
Mr. Hail," the young deadsho t answere d, in his
cool and easy way.
"I know y&U ain't. But I seen you look kinder
surprise d like when you heard 'eni stoppin ' here.
Four men came in,
Here they come now."
treadin g hard and acting in a reckless sort of
way.
"Hello, Bob!" one of them called out. "I'm as
dry as a fish that's been out of water for three
days. Trot out some of ·your rattlesn ake oil,
an' be quick about it. We all £Ot paid to-day,
and we've come up here to have a big time.
Some of t}).e boys has gone to Lucky Jack Camp,
b?t us four allowed tha,t we. could have a good
time here. Hello, w~at s gom' on? Poker, eh?
Hooray ! Jest the thmg."
Then the speaker , who was a tall, raw-bon ed
fellow of thirty, looked about the room and
finally his eyes rested upon the young deadsho t
and his partner s.
"Strang ers, eh, Bob?" and he turned Questionly to the proprie tor.
"Stoppi n' here till to-morr ow mornin '," was
the retort. . "Boys, it's Young Wild West an'
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"We haven't quite made up our minds whether
his partners. Most likely you have heard 1of the
we shall go on to Lucky Camp or ,co back to
Champion Deadshot of the West, an' all tliat."
"Heard of hlm! I reckon I have. But who Silver City," was the reply. " Is there anything
i;ays he's the Champion Deadshot of the West?" worth while over at the mining- camp?"
"I suppose there isn't anything more than you
"I didn't say so," Wild retorted, quickly, at
the same time nodding his head in a reassuring will find at all such places."
"Do you think Stinger Jack ever shows up
way. "Don't e;et offended oyer it. stranger."
"I ain't gittin' offended, kid. So you're Young around there'?"
"I am sure I don't know. As far as I'm conWild West, are you?"
cerned, that fellow is a myth to me. I have
"Yes, that's who I happen to be."
been looking- after him ever since he has been
"A likely-lookin' lad, I must say."
reported as doine: business on the trail."
"Thank you."
''Oh, don't thank me for sayin' it. I'm only • "Do you think you would know him if you
tellin' my exact opinion, that's all. My name were to meet-him?" "How should I, when I just told you that I
is Jumiier Dick, an' I've got the reputation of
bein' the boss bronco buster in these here parts.•· hardly believed of the existence of such a man?"
"That's so, I forgot about that. Well, I reckon
"That's e;ood."
"An' I'm known to be the best poker player we'll wait here until noon. Things are quiet
around here, with now and then somethine: to
in four States and three Territories."
create a little excitement or make a laue:h. An"Quite an accomplishment."
"You kin call it that if you want to, 'b ut I other thing, they serve pretty ,rood J?rub here,
don't 1rnow a s I'm anythine: on that line. I can't too, and that's what we all like."
"Oh, yes, Hall's place can't be beat. It's one
play a piano, you know, so I can't be an acof the best halfway houses to be found anywhere
complishment."
This invoked a laugh, and whether the man in the mountains. But I thought if you ~re
said it for a joke or that he did not know the going- over to the camp I'd ride along- with ~u.
·
difference, no one knew or cared. After a while I am going there this morning."
"Well, I reckon we'll stay here until afte.r
Hop entertained the men in the saloon with
his tricks, and a pleasant evenine: was passed dinner. Then maybe we may take a notion to
without any of the usual arguments, etc., oc- go over there. Anyhow, we want to be here
curring, and Wild and his partners went back to when the stage-coach comes along."
"That will be just about noon, if it's on time."
camp and turned in, feeling they had enjo_ye<l
''Yes, so Hall told us.''
themselves. Nothing occurred durine: the night
Apparently well satisfied with the conversation.
to disturb their slumbers.
Rexter went on into the room where the whisky
was sold. It was rather tedious for our friendtJ
CHAPTER VI.-The Bluff That Wouldn't Work. to remain there in idleness. but they felt that
they were ,roing to · be well paid for it. It waa
"Well, Hop," Yotmg Wild West said, as he just a little before nine o'clock when the villain
found the Chinaman lookinl!: after the horses they meant to capture came ridin,r: around from
when be went out to the rear of the house, "is the rear of the house. ·
everything all right this morning?"
"I'm sorry you're not g-oine: along," he called
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild," was eut, as he let his horse walk past them. "I'll
the reply.
probably be back before noon. No hard feelings
When they went. back to the house they heard between us, is there, Youne: Wild West T"
the voice of John Rexter, and Wild was no~ a
"Not at all," the boy answered, Quickly.
little surprised.
"If I should hear anythin,r about Stinger Jack.
"Hello, Rexter!" he called out, _peerinl!: in over at the ca"11P, I'll let you know about it, fo~
through the window. The man was standinJ? be- I have an idea that you mean to capture him."
fore the table, a bottle and a ,rla~ before him,
"I believe I have already said I meant to."
and turnine: quickly, he answered:
"Well, any information I can give you you are
"Good morning, Youn,r Wild West."
welcome to.'
"Got around early, didn't you?"
"Thank you. You are very kind, Mr. Rexter."
"Oh, I don'tbow. I slept here the last 1>art
There was a peculiar smile on the face of the
of the night. I came back from Silver City and villain as he rode away. When he was lost to
arrived here about two -o'clock. I suppose you view Wild turned to his companions and said:
were all aslee1> at the time."
"That fellow is certainly a pretty good actor.
"I reckon' we' must have been."
But we'll show him that he isn't half as bright
But since one of them had been awake at the as he thinks he is."
time, Wild knew that the villain must have been
"What's that you was savin' ?" a voice called
very quiet in enterin1? the house. The girls ap- from the window. Turning- they saw Mrs. Hall
peared' a ·Ettie later, readv for breakfast, and looking- out at them in a surprised sort of wal'.
soon they were all sitting at the table. Neither
"Oh, is i_t you, Mrs. Hall?" the young- deadSth,ger Jack nor the circus clown ate with them, shot retorted, in his cool and easy way. ''Y011
but both had their breakfast in another part of were listening to what we were talking about.
I see."
the house.
"Which way are you going, Young- Wild
"I couldn't help but hear what you said.•
West'?" Rexter, or Stinger Jack, as we ma:,.- she retorted, her face reddening. "But excuse
properly call him, asked a little later, when they me, it ain't none of mv business."
were gathered in the shade of a tree in front of
"No, of course it isn't. But I'll tell you just
what I said. I made the remark that Rexter
the house.

,
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was a pretty good actor, but that I meant to
.show him that he wasn't half as bright as he
thinks he is. I suppose you know what I mean
by that."
"I-I don't know," she answered, stammeringly .
. "Well, I mean that I thought }le was fooling
us by making out that he was our friend. He
don't like what happened here yesterday afternoon, and I really believe that he would like to
get a chance to be revenged upon me."
~
"Oh, don't think anything like that about Jack
- I mean John. He's a putty good sort of feller.
A little hasty tempered, maybe, but he's as good
as gold. He pays for everything he gits here,
an' never kicks about the price."
"I see. That's about all you expect from a
guest, isn't it? You want to be well paid and
have no kicking."
"What more could a woman want than that?
We're here to · do business. We're makin' our
livin' by accommodatin' travelers an' any one
else who wants to stop here. It's a regular
hotel, I s'pose, though there ain't no bar in the
other room."
"You can get along very well without the bar,
Mrs. Hall. But never mind. Maybe I am wrong
in what I said about vour iruest."
The woman seemed glad to get away, and
when she had done so there was a smile all
around.
"Listening all the time, Wild," Arietta said,
in a whisper. •~ have caught her three or four
times eavesdropping when we have been talking.
But never once have we said anvthing- that CO\lld
possibly make her think we knew as much as
we do."
"That's all right, little girl. This business
will all be settled before nooo, I hope. Now,
then, we'll wait a few minutes and then we'll take
a little ride. Boys, -you can go and saddle the
horses. You are both to g-o with me, you know."
"Can't I go, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"I'd rather you wouldn't, Et. You stay right
here. We are goinl?' to take our rifles with us,
and maybe we can shoot something in the way
of game."
As the boy said this he looked warningly at
his companions, for he had seen a curtain at
another window of the house move, and he
guessed right away that some one was eavesdropping. They all understood, so Arletta gave
a nod and said:
"All right, Wild. I like this place very much,
so I'll content myself by reading a little. Mrs.
Hall has some very good books."
Charlie and Jim went ·on around to the 13hack
that was called a stable and soon returned leading their own horses as well as th& sorrel stallion.
"Which way are you goin', gents 1" Hall called
•ut from the doorway, for he had just appeared
there.
"While the girls are taking it easy here this
morning we will ride up the mountainside a mile
or two. Maybe we'll find somethinll' to shoot."
"Oh. If you happen to sl_ioot something that's
arood for eatin' I'll buy it of you."
"That will be all right. We'll give ¥OU anything we shoot free of charge. We are not
hunters, you know."
The three then mounted and rode from the
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house, crossin.a- the trail and keeping on directly
in front of it until they were lost to view behind a ridge that was covered with pines. Once
they were out of sight Wild gave a nod of satisfaction and said: ~
"Now, boys, I reckon we'll be able to get back
to the trail. Come on."
They all turned to the left, and half a mile
farther on they came to a gully which seemed
to lead straight to the trail. Luckily it did, and
once they .a-ot upon the rocky thoroughfare Qetween Silver City and the mining camp they
proceeded on leisurely, Wild keeping an extra
sharp watch. He had marked well the spot where
the hold-up was to be made, and when they
were within a quarter of a mile of it he called a
halt and all three dismounted.
"Now, then, boys," he ,said, noddin.a- to his
partners, "I reckon we'll go ahead on foot. We
don't know just when the two tourists might
come along·. But there's one thing pretty sure,
and that is that Stinger Jack will have things
prepared for them. Come on."
They proceeded along the trail, walkin_g- with
great caution, and at length they rounded a bend
and were able to see the exact spot where the
two villians had been talkin.a- the ni.e:ht before
when Wild was listening. At first they saw
nothing at all out of the ordinary, but presently
Stinger Jack was seen crossing the trail carrying an armful of rifles. All three were crouching behind the rocks, and · they watched him
with no little little interest. They saw him go
among the bushes that skirted the sloping bank,
and they looked on while he placed the rifles in
positions that left the muzzles protruding from
the bushes. Having done this the outlaw returned and disappeared somewhere. In a couple
of minutes he came back, carrying with him a
number of slouch hats. Up to the line of bushes
he went, and then he placed the hats .along to
make it appear as if men were crouching there
and leveling their rifles.
·
"That's what I call putty good!" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed, in a whisper. "That sneakin'
coyote is what they call a genius, ain't he?"
"He surely is, Charlie," Jim Dart answered.
"But take it easy. The fun has not yet started."
Stinger Jack walked back upon the trail, and
after looking at his dummies for a minute, gave
a nod of satisfaction and then disappeared from
view.
"Now, then, boys, you stay right her~," Wild
said, in a whisper. "I am going to get up a
little closer. I want to 11:ive that fellow a 11:enuine surprise, and I think I am ouite capable
of doing it. Why, it's about the easiest thing
we have ever undertaken."
Charlie and Jim nodded; and then Wild crept
around among the rocks and was lost to view.
This had barely happened when the clatter ol
hoofs came to their ears. Charlie and Jim
nodded to each other, and then waiU!d in silence.
The outlaw was nowhere to be ~n when Wild
reached a point alropst directly oi,µosite the dummies. He looked to the left, · and saw that there
were several openings in the face of the cliff, and
he knew there must be a cave there. Keeping
low to the ,cround, he waited for the horsemen
to appear, for he could tell that they were ~ttin,r
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close at hand. It was more than ten seconds before they came in sight. There were two of
them, and by their attire it was easy to e:uess
that they were the tourists that were expected.
One of them carried a pair of field glasses
hangine: over his shoulders. He was a tall man,
and had a sort of distinguished appearance. The
other was shorter a'Il.d rather stout, and rode his
horse in a rather awkward fashion. They were
coming along at a shar,p.,trot, and knowing that
Stinger Jack would certainly appear, Wild
gripped his revolver and waited. Just as the two
horsemen were within a dozen yards of the
spot a footfall sounded close to Wild, and then ·
out of one of the openings he had seen a masked
man appear, revolver in hand. Wild recognized
him instantly as Stinger Jack. Of course it
could be no other, since he knew all about the
little plot. At the sudden appearance of the
masked outlaw the two horsemen brought their
horses to a halt, both turning pale.
"Good morning, gentlemen," the villain said.
glibly. "Take a look over there, will you?"
Instantly the eyes of the two surprised men
turned toward the bushes, and when they saw
what appeared to be a number of men with rifles
hiding behind them both showed fear and excitement.
•
"Up with your hands!" commanded stinger
Jack. The frightened tourists obeyed. At that
moment Wild sprang from the bushes and seized
the villain. "I reckon your bluff won't work,
Stinger," he said.

"Am I? Well, I wasn't aware of lt. But I
don't care what you call me just now. It makes
me feel good to think how easy it was to catch
you. I'll have that reward before sunset to-night
if I can find the one who is holding it. Now
then, you just turn over on your stomach and
put your hands behind your back."
The two tourists who had been so freightened
at being held up in such a sudden manner now
dismounted an,d hastened to the spot.
"Let me help you, boy," the taller of the two said, as he was about to kneel and seize the
prisoner.
"Hold on a minute, stranger. I reckon I am
doing this all alone. My two partners are right
over there, and if I want any assistance I'll call
upon them. You two gentlemen can merely
look on. We'll make out that you are the audience."
"Audience, eh?" the tourist answered, the
vestige of a smile showing on -his face. "I think
we were in with the central figures in the drama."
"You were a short time ago. But now you're
only the audience." "Very well, boy. You shall have it your own
way. I can understand very well that you know
your business."
Wild again turned to the prisoner on the
ground before him.
"Stinger," he said, flashing an angry glance
at him, "I believe I told you to turn over on ~
your stomach and put your hands behind your ~
back."
"Go ahead and shoot me if you want to," was
the dog_g-ed retort.
CHAPTER VII-Stinger Jack is Captured.
"Well, I might just as well, since the reward
is offered for you, dead or alive. It won't make
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were keeping a a great deal of .difference. Suppose I do shoot
sharp watch, and the very moment they saw you. You had lietter shut your eyes, though."
Wild spring upon Stinger Jack they emerged
The boy, of course, did not mean to do this,
from thieir place of concealment.
but the -villain must have thought he did, for
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!" yelled he quickly turned over and lay face to the ground.
the scout, running straight for the bushes from
Takin_g- a piece of stout twine from his pocket
which the rifles were protruding. The young Wild knelt upon him with one knee and then
deadshot did not pay the least attention to him. coolly bound his wrists together. He made sure
He had gripped the outlaw by the collar and that the knots were drawn tightly, so there
was now holding the muzzle of a revolver against would .be no chance of slipping, and then rising
to his feet he called out:
his head.
1
"I've got you dead to rights, Stinger Jack," the
"Come on, boys. I've got him."
boy said, in his cool and easy way. "You had
Charlie and Jim promptly ran to the spot.
better remain perfectly quiet, or you will get
"Boys," the young deadshot went on, in his
a bullet in your head."
cool and easy way, "I reackon this fellow's horse
The masked man was dumfounded.
He must be somewhere close by. He came out of
trembled like a leaf for a few seconds, and then that opening right back there. Suppose you «o
he suddenly made an attempt to wrench him- in and make a search,"
self from the boy's grasp; But it was of no
"You kin bet your life we will, Wild," the
use to him, for as quick as a flash Wild tripped scout retorted, and then he led the way into the
him up and sent him sprawling upon his back. opening the young deadshot had designated.
Then he kicked the revolver from the fallen
"Well, _gentlemen," Wild remarked, as he nod.:man's grasp.
ded to the two men who had put in a rather
"Now, then, }'OU just try to get up and it will thrilling experience, "you can thank your stara
be the last thing you will ever do on earth," that I happened to learn that this hold-up waa
Wild cried, sternly.
intended."
"Young Wild West!" gasped Stinger Jack, as .
"We can thank you, you mean, boy," the taller
answered, gravely. "I have quite a su.1' of
if he had not recognized who it was before.
"You have got that right, Stinger. You were money with me, and I supposed I would have
going to make a hold-up single-handed, and lost it ~l if you had not been here."
"There's no doubt of that, my friend."
when I found it out I decided to «et you without
"Aren't they real men?" the other aslqad,
any assistance. I reckon I have si:ot you. Your
pointing . to the dummies.
bluff didn't work, you see."
"No," Wild answered, smilingly. "This fellow,"
"You're a fiend, Young Wild West!"
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touching the prostrate form of the prisoner with
his foot, "used some rifles and hats to make it
appear that he had men hidin,: behind the bushes
ready to shoot you down. It was a bluff of his,
but it didn't work this time, though I have heard
it has worked before. Stinger Jack always
works alone though he has friends who ,rive him
tips now and then. One of them tipped him oif
last night that you two gentlemen were going
to ride over to the Half-way House this mornhig. I was right here, though they didn't see
me, and I heard the whole conversation. That's
how I came -to be here now in time to prevent
you being robbed."
"You know the man who ~ve the tip, then?"
the taller man asked, eagerly.
,
"I am not acquainted with him. But you can
bet your life I'll be able to recognize him the
moment I set eyes on him. He belong-a over at
Lucky Jack Camp. We'll attend to him later on."
"And it's really Stinger Jack, for whom a reward of a thousand dollars is offered?"
"That's just who it is, Mr.--."
"My name is Connolly, John Connolly, and this
is my friend, Henrv B.rooks. We have been
making- a tour of the Wild W e13t, just for the
amusement and excitement that ·could be obtained from it, and we have met with Quite a
few adventures, but none Quite like this one."
"Were you ever robbed by road agents?"
"No, we were fortunate enough to escape anything like that. This is the nearest it came to
happening."
"Consider yourself lucky, then. But I may as
well tell you who I am."
•
"We heard the prisoner call you Young Wild
West," Brooks spoke up.
"Yes, that's right."
•
"A peculiar sort of name. Surely it is not your
proper name."
"It is the only name I ever remember of having."
''How odd I" and Brooks looked at his companion and shook his head.
•
"My foster-father bore the name of West, and
he put the Young- and Wild to it. .But anyhow
it suits me all rig-ht."
"I should say it would!" exclaimed John Connolly. "It certainly sounds well, anyhow: You're
a wonder, Young- Wild West."
"Do you really think so?" and the boy laughed
lightly.
"I surely do. I never saw .anything done so
eoolly in all my life. You simply stepped up behind the masked scoundrel and ,l?ripped him by
the collar so Quickly that it dazed him. Of
cour.se I was badly frightened at the time, but
the moment I saw you ,:rab him I knew we were
all right."
"I didn't," Brooks spoke up, as he looked at
the rifles protruding from the bushes. "I expected to be shot dead."
·
"Say, Mr. Brooks," Wild said, smilingly, "suppose you go up there and fe~h down those rifles
and the hats 'l"
"I'll do it if you say so, Young Wild West."
"All right, go ahead. You may as well make
_yourself useful. I shall expect you to accompany
us to the Half-way House. There is where I
intend to take the prisoner for the present."
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Brooks hurried up the bank and once he reaeh•
ed the bushes he called out:
"It's just as he says, John. Bow could we
have been deceived so easily?"
"I think., any one would have been deceived,
Henry," was the reply.
Brooks quickly gathered up the rifles and hats
and came back to the spot.
·
Stinger Jack had now risen to a citting post•ure. The mask was still covering the upper
portion of his face, so Wild reached down and
removed it.
"Stinger Jack, alias John Rexter," he said,
mocldnirly.
"Yes, confound you!" was the hoarse answer.
"I suspected you almost from the start, Stinger," the boy went on. You see, it takes a pretty
sharp villain to fool me. I am only a boy, but
I have run across so manv of vour type that I
am always on the lookout for such fellows. It
was easy for me to get you, wasn't it!"
"What are you iroinJ? to do with me, Young
Wild West 'l" came the Query in a steady voice.
" I am Jl'()ing to take you to the house of your
friend, Bob Hall. After that I will make ~
rangements to have you turned O'\tel' to the
sheriff."
"Very well. There is no use for ,me to kick.
You are bound to do as you like about it."
But the villain seemed to be somewhat relieved,
and Wild did not fail to notice it.
In a minute or two Cheyenne Charlie came out
of the opening in the side of the bank leading
two horses.
"There's a little cave in there with a stream
of w~ter running through it, Wild," Jim said,
as he came up to them. "There's nothing there
that would indicate that any one made it anything more than a stable. There's some hay and
grain stored there, so no doubt Stinger Jack kept
one of his horses there all the time, and merely
used the place for that purpose."
.
"That's all right, Jim. We won't have so
much to carry away with us. Now then, thel'e's
no need of remainin1r here any longer. Just
help get this fellow on one of the horses, and
then we'll ride back to the Half-way House. I
reckon Hall and his wife will be a whole lot surprised when they see us come back with the
prisoner."
·
- "Most likely they will be surprised when they
find out that I am Stinger Jack," the prisoner
remarked.
"When they find out, eh?" and Wild laughed.
"You don't think you are goinJ? to fool us that
way, do you, Stinger? Why, we already know
that they are in league with you, and that the
Half-way House is your beadQuarters."
"Whb told you anything like that?"
"No. one. We simply surmised it, that's all.
But I think the conversation you had with your
friend, Jerry, last evening threw a little light on
the subject. Jerry is no doubt w;uting at the
mining camp for you to hand him some money
before the day is over. He will be about as much
surprised as you were a little while ago. I
reckon."
The prisoner hung his head and did not deign
to make a reply. Evidently he fully realized
that the jig was up, as far as shielding his
friends was concerned. He was auite willlnoo t.A
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mount one of his own horses, and when he was

in the saddle Cheyenne Charlie passed the rope

underneath the animal and m·ade his• ankles fast .
"Now, then, gentlemen,'' Wild said, nodding to
the touri~ts, "if you are ready we'll ride · to the
Half-way house. That is where you intended to
go, I believe." _
"Yes, we thought we would ride over and see
what it was like. We intended to wait until
after the stage-coach came along, and then rid~
back to Lucky Jack Camp."
"There is no ne'ed of changing your programme
whatever, for probably we will r ide over to . the
camp shortly after dinner. Do you know whether
there is a s~riff's deputy there or not ?''
· "Oh, yes. There's a deputy there, and he's
got a thousand dollars ready to pay for Stinger
Jack, dead or alive. The sheriff is at Silver
City, and he has a similar amount in case the
man should be brought there."
"All right, we'll take Stinger Jack to Lucky
Jack Camp, then. I want to get the man called
Jerry, too, you see. There is no need of letting
any of his friends off. Bob Hall and, his wife will
have to get into the little procession, too, for
they have been aiding the villain in all his rascally work, and they have hidden him when he
was being looked for. I haven't the lea.st doubt
that Stinger Jack has been in the Half-way
House on more than one occasion when search
was being made for him." The vestige of a smile
showed upon the face of the prisoner just then,
but he said nothing. Two minutes later they were
all riding along the trail fn the direction of the
ranch house. As they came in sight of it the
girls were to be seen sitting under a tree. Everything was quiet, and nothing was to be seen of
either Hall or his wife. This suited Wild ve1·y
well, for he wanted to try and get the prisoner
right into the house before they had a look at
·him.
"Gentlemen," he said, nodding to the tourist s,
"I reckon you had better ride on ahead. The
boss and his wife will probably come out when
you halt before the door, and while they are
talking to you we'll ride up with the prisoner."
uAs you say, Young Wild West," Connolly answered, and then he at once put his horse to a
gallop. Brooks followed suit, and the two dashed
up to the door. The girls beneath the tree looked
at them inquiringly and then turned their gaze
to those who were coming on leisurely. The moment Arietta saw that Wild and his partners
had a prisoner she knew that the boy's plan had
succeeded. Instead of riding up to the door the
young deadshot swung around to the right behind some trees. Charlie, who was leading the
horse the prisoner was tied to; followed his example, and then Jim rode on up and dismounted
jus!c as Mrs. Hall came outside, bowing and
sn. _king to the tourists.
"What kin I do for you, gentlemen?" she asked
politely.
.
.
"Can you serve· us with a good, old-fashioned
dinner at noon?" Connolly a sked.
"Oh, yes. This is the proper pla~e t<,> come for
anything like that, gentlemen. Wait, I 11 call our
man. He can put your horses .under the shed."
Then she hastened inside, and her husband,
who had evidently been dozing somewhere, came
wt rubbing his eyes.

" Mor nin ', gents,'' he said, nodding to them.
"Glad to be of service to you. I've got putty
good liquor if you feel the need of a drink an'
my wife is one of the best cooks on earth. ' She
says you're going to stop to dinner."
"Yes, that's what we intend to do." Mrs. Hall
came back just then, and she infonned the two
men that the man · would be right there to take
their horses. The man came right away, and he
was followed by Walters, the circus clown, who
had evidently been assisting him at the stable. _
Meanwhile Jim had been tellinjf the girls just
what had happened, for he had dismounted and
was standing near them.
"W.here's Young While West an' his other
parq?'' Hall called out, as he happened to notice
him J;tanding by his horse.
"Tfley'll be here presently. They went out to
look 'for Stinger Jack, you know."
"They didl eh? I hope they'll find him.''
"So do I.'
"Come in and join us, youn~ fellow. We are
going to have something to dnnk," Brooks said,
nodding to Jin1.
"All right," was the reply. Then all but the
hostler entered the house, leaving the girls still
under the tree. As. Hall led the yv-ay into the
room . that was used for a drinking place and
card playing he gave a violent start and turned
deadly pale. At the table on which he was so
wont to· serve the drinks sat Stinger Jack, and
standing near him were Young Wild West and \-.
Cheyenne Charlie.

- CHAPTER VIII-The Prisoner Disappears.
"Hello, Rexterl" Hall cried, when he found the
use of his tongue. "What are you settin' there
with your hands tied for?"
"They've got me, Bob," was the reply.
"Got yer? What have they got you for?"
"See here, Mr. Hall," Young Wild West said,
gi his cool and easy way, as he took ,a step toward the a stounded man. "There's no need of you
making strange of this. You know verr well for
whom a 1:ewa r d of a thousand dollars 1s offered.
You have been helping him out a whole lot, and
probably you have profited largely by it. But
the jig is up now, so just take it easy.'' Hall
staggered back paler than ever.
"Hold on, Young Wild West," he cried. "Don't
say that I've had anything to do with- this'. I'll
admit that I knowed Rexter W"8 Stinger Jack
r ight along. But what was I goin' to do? If he
come here an' wanted me to help him I jest had
to do it. If I hadn't done so he would have shot
me. Then ag'in, I thought · his money was aa
good as one else's, even though he stole it from
others."
·
,
"What's that you're talking about?" a shrill
voice cried;- and then in came the mistress of the
house.
"Mary, they've got him, they've got Jackt•
Hall exclaimed.
"Got Rexter, you mean," the woman snapped.
looking at him angrily. "What do we know aoout
Stinger Jack?''
"Shut up, both of you," cried the prisoner, an&rilY. "You're fryina; to iret out of _it now, but
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it's no use. They've got me and I suppose I'll be it lasted, and I don't care what happens to me
sent up for a few years. But I think you are now."
·
trying to get out of it now, but it's no use. Now
"You mean you do care. But that's all right.
don't go to sniveling about it. Take -your medi- You are going to stay here until the deputy sheriff
cine, the same as I'm doing." This was quite arrives. Then I'll t:ake great pleasure In turnenough to strike terror to the heart of the woman. ing you over to him."
She began crying and acted as if she would
So saying the YOUIU? deadshot 1>ushed him into
faint. But Jim Dart took her by the arm and a chair close to the table in th·e fenter of the
Jed her to a chair.
room, and then went outside, shutting the door
"We won't go to prison jest for accommodatin' tightly after him. There being another door to
. a robber, will we?" she asked pleadingly.
the room whi,m opened into the dinlug-room, Wild "You'll have to ask Young Wild West that walked through the hall, and meeting the mistress
C(Uestion," Jim retorted.
of the house, said:
"We won't ,to to prison, will weT" she cried,
"I want the other door loct.:ed. You have a key
turning to the young deadshot.
to it, I suppose."
"That depends upon how you act in the future,"
"Here it is," she answered, quickly. "I jest
was the reply.
!locked it, for I knew ~-ou would· want it that way.
"I'll do anything you want me to do, an' I'll But say, Young Wild West, you're not goin' to
promise you that I'll never hide another man fn have us punished 'cause we've permitted Stinger
the house, when I know he's bein' looked for."
Jack to come here, are you?"
"All right. Say no more about it just now.
''It all depends up,m how you act while he's a
But," he went on, turning to Hall, "I reckon we prisoner in the house." Wild took the key from
had better lock our prisoner In a room somewhere. her, and went around to U e door. She had told the
How about the 1>arlor?''>Cili;i:=:;=...,_.~-~-.,,,..J truth, for it was really locked.
"Any place you like, Young Wild West," was • "ThEµ"e's no way for him to get out of the 1·oom
the quick reply. But Wild was watching the face unless he goes out by means of a window, Wild,'1
of Sti:Qger Jack when he said this, and be saw a Arletta said as he came back followed by the
hopeful look in hie eyes instantly.
woman.
"We'll lock him in what you call your parlor,
"That's right Et," he answered, a smile on his
then, and we'll see to it that somebody is guard- f~e. "I am sure there could be no other way
mg the doors and windows. Then we'll send some to get out, especially when he has his hands tied.
one over to' Luckv Jack Camp right away to fetch Unless some one might unlock a door or crawl
a deputy sheriff' here. I reckon that will be about through a. window and set him loose he will rethe best way to do it, boys."
main that way until the deputy sheriff a,rrives."
"You know jest what to do, Wild,'' Cheyenne
"Don't think that I would raise a h'llld to help
Charlie answered.
him git away,'' cried Bob Hall. ''I kin see what
"Probably Walter won't m1nd riding over to a big mistake I made in harborin' him here; But
cet the deputy."
I was anxious to make nioney, an' as I said afore,
"I'll be only too glad to do it," the clown de- I thought his money was as good as anybody
clared. "I just want the chance of letting my else's.''
old hiends know that I managed to sell the
"All right, Hall. I just told your wife that it
horses and wagon and my trick mule. It will would depend upon how she acted while the prislll&ke them feel a little sick when they learn that oner was in the house as to what- might be aone
1 lt()t a hundred and sixty dollars in the deal. I'll with her for the part she has played in this gitm•
go right away, if you'll let me have a horse."
of Stinger Jack's. I'll say the same to you. Now,
"There are two horses right at the back of the then, you kn.ow pretty well what I mean. If
house. They ~oth belong to the .prisoner, I sup- Stinger Jack should happen to make his escape
'"'p ose though probably he may have stolen them I'll blame you and your wife for it." Then the
fron:: some one. You can take either one of them boy watched closely, and he saw the man look at
and ride over.''
his wife in a peculiar sort of way, while his face
"Come on out, I'll fix ·you up," the scout spoke reddened slightly. She shook her head resolutely,
up, and he quicklv led the wav outside, going pY which no doubt meant that she was not going to
way of the rear door. Then Wild took the pns- take any part in a rescue. The young deadshot
oner by the arm and escorted him to the so-called then posted Cheyenne Charlie under a tree a
parlor of the ranch house. The boy had a purpose few feet from a window at the end of the house.
in doing this, for he really guessed that the pris- He told Jim to go around to the rear, while he
oner had already conceived the idea of making went to the front and sat down upon a bench
his escape. No doubt he would be able to cause under a tree. His sweetheart soon joined him
the secret trap-door to open and get into the cellar. there, and then came Anna and Eloise. Hop had
But that was all right, for Wild meant to kee1,> been missing for the past ten minutes, but when
a sharp watch upon the house at the outside, so he came around the corner o:( the house leading
there would be no possible chance for him escap- his mule, a smile showed upon the faces of our
1
ing in that way.
hero and the girls.
"You see, Stinger," he said, smilingly, "we are
"Jennie velly n icee mule, so be," the clever Chigoing to give you the best room in the house. But nee said, blandly. "She do some more tlicks, Misyou mu~ have your hands tied. That's the worst led Wild. Me showee you somethling." ,
part of it."
.
Hop produced a: whisky 1lask, which was more
"Do as you like with me," was the reply. "Don't than half full, and tying & string about the neck
think I am weakening any. I am willing to take of it he showed it to the mule and then walked
my medicine. I have had a good time of it while a short distance away, The intelligent animal
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watched him closely, the big ears thrown forward.
When he had hidden the flask behind a bush he
came back, and patting the mule on the neck,
placed his lips close to one of her ears and said:
"Go :findee um tanglefoot, Jennie. You velly
, smartee mule, so be." Jenny responded by a nod,
. and then walked slowly to the bush. After nosing
a,bout for a few seconds, she picked up the flask
by the string and came walking back with it.
~'Whattee you thlinkee of lat, Mislel' Wild?" the
Chinaman said, proudly. "Me pay hundled dollee
for Jennie. Me no takee um thousland dollee."
"She certainly is a great mule, Hop. I don't
blame you. I suppose you will be teaching her to
steal whisky before long. You have a habit of
doing it yourself now and then."
"Me no stealee, Misler Wild. Me velly honest
Chi.nee."
"That's all right. I know about your honesty.
Of course I don't mean that you would steal any.thing for what you would gain by it, but you can't
help it if you think it's going to make any fun."
"Where's Stinger Jack, Mi-sler Wild?"
"He's in the house, right·in that room," and the
boy pointed to the window nearest him.
"He gottee his hands tied?"
"Yes he's all right, Hop. He can't get away.
Charlie' is at the end of the house, and Jim is
around at the back. I reckon I can watch the
two front windows and the hallway."
"Um circus man allee samee go gittee um sheliff, Misler Wild."
.
"Yes, I know that. I sent him."
,
"You gittee um thousand dollee for ketchee
Stinger J ackee."
"I suppose I will."
"Whatttee you do with um money, Misler
Wild?" ·
"I haven't made up my mind just yet. Maybe
I can find a good way to dispose of it at the mining camp. If there's anything like a school-house
there I'll give it away for educational purposes."
· "Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" and Hop looked at
hilfl in a puzzled way.
"Why . I mean that I'll have the money used to
teach the children to read and write."
.
"Oh, me undelstand. Me go to Sunday school m
'Flisco. Me velly smartee Chinee. _MEI Iea!De~
• to lead' um Melican papee. But, M1sler \V1ld,
and he turned toward the house, "me wantee see
Stinger Jackee.''
.
'
"Go -a nd take a look at him. I reckon you ca_n
see him through the window if you like." As if
he was engaged in spying secretly upon s~_me one
within the house, Hop left his mule standmg and
crept softly upon the porch and then peei:ed
through the window. . He could see the full mterior of the room, and when he had looked around
l,e turned suddenly and gave vent to an exclamation of surprise.'
"What's the matter, Hop?" A1;'ietta asked.
"Velly stlange," was the !eply, 11; a,~ow tone of
voice. "Nobody in !ere, M1sler Wild.
"Nobody in there!'' the yourig deadshot echoed,
as if he was astounded. "What do you mean. by
that? Stinger Jack is in there, that's certam.''
Hop had not been told about the secret trap b~neath the table in the center of the room, .-s!> it
·waa not strange that he shoul~ ·be m~ch mystified
•bv beuur unable to s.ee the prisoner m the room.

"Me no tellee lie, Misler Wild," he protested.
You comee here.'' ·W ild hastened to the porch
and took a look through the window. Sure enough
.the room was empty a s far as anything in the
way of a human being was concerned. Stinger
Jack had disappeared .
. "He velly bad Melican man, Misler Wild. He
velly muchee smartee, too, so be. He gittee 'way.
You havee ketchee some more, so be.'' The Chinaman rattled this off excitedly, and Mrs. Hall came
hurrying through the hall a s- if she was fright- ened at something.
"Whatever is the matter?'' she exclaimed, looking at Wild and feigning fear.
· "Maybe you know better than I do, or perhaps
you know ju·s t as well," was the reply. "But the
fact of the matter is that Stinger Jack has disappeared. He has got out of the room in some
way.'' Hall appeared just then, and Wild took
notice that he shot a warning glance at his wife.
"I'm sure I didn't let h-im out," ~he woman de~
clared, earnestly. "You have the key to both of
the doors, an' I haven't been close to either one
of them since the man was put in the i-oom. I
can't understand it. Let me look. Maybe he ha11
crawled under the sofa.'' There was a tinte-worn
sofa at one side of the roof, . but they could see
ander it very well from the window.
"Suppo e we go in ?,nd look around," Wild suggested. This both Hall and his wife assented to, >so the boy quickly stepped into the hall and unlocked the door. Throwing it open, he walked inside and took a survey of the room.
"Well, he isn't here, anyhow," he said coolly.
But I'm not worried a bit. He certainly is somewhere on the premises. We'll have him all right
if we have to set fire to the house."
CHAPTER IX.-Stinger Jack Loses His Last
Chance
A strong watch was kept all around the house.
As if they wanted to prove that they had no idea
of assisting Stinger Jacl<: Hall and his wife came
outside and sat under the tree. Every now and
then· they would begin -pleading with Wild, bin,
each time he turned a . deaf ear to them. Hop
learned from Cheyenne Charlie about the cellar
and the neatly-contrived- trap-door, and then he
was -perfectly at his ease.
For nearly an hour he kept showing them the
trick Jennie was capable of performing, and this
caused the time to pass much quicker than it
might otherwise have done. Wild knew it would
take all of three hours for the clown to return
with the deputy, even if he found him upon _his•
arrival at the mining camp. This meant that it
would be past noon. When he looked at his watch
and found it was after eleven o'clock he nodded
to Hall's wife and said:
"Mrs.- Hall, I reckon it's about time you looked
after the dinner. You haven't forgotten that you
have two extra guests, have you?"
"No, I ain't," she answered, as she shot a
glance at the two tourists who were calmly smoking under a tree a short distance away.
Wild had of course informed them that he did
not have the least idea that the prisoner could
get away, and that he had merely found a hidinir
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place of which he knew.' They asked no Questions, but seemed to take it for granted that
everythi ng the boy did was all right.
"Well, I suppose I'll have to get the dinner
ready, Bob," and the woman arose and started
fcrr the house.
•
"You ain't go:t much time," was the reply.
"Maybe I'd better heh> you."
.
An hour later the stage-co ach came along and
· stopped before the ranch-ho use.
There were
-three passenge rs, ·and they were all as hungry
a" bears so one of them declared . They went
t~.. the w~ll at the rear of the house, and findi~g
a basin, soap and towels there. soon got fixed m
shape to sit down to dinner. But it was nearly
half an hour before it was ready, and when the
bell rane: they ran eagerly over to where Wild
and the e:irls were sittine: under a tree, and asked
them 'if they were e:oing in to eat.
''Not just yet," the vounll' deadsho t answere d,
in his cool and easy way. "But you. can go right
in. We are going to wait here until the deputy
sheriff arrives."
.
· "You're sure you know where the prisoner is
hiding, Young Wild West?" John Connolly asked.
• "Yes I know exactly where he is. I could have
him in' less than three minutes if I chose to do
llo."

"Well, excuse m ~ for asking the question , but
we have been very much puzzled over the way
things are 1?omg."
"Don't puzzle yourselv es any further. _I 1;1m
pretty sure that the deputy will be h~re ms1de
of half an hour. Probably he may arrive before
~u have finished eating your dinner. Go right in
n<'W, and don't lose your appetite any, for I know
pretty well that Mrs. Hall is a fine cook, and she
will gi"ve you somethin g worth eating.''.
Connoliy said no more but followed Brooks into
the house~ A few minutes later the jingline: of
knives and forks could be heard and a merry con~
versatio n was in progrl')ss. The three. passenge rs
of the stage-co ach did not know anvthmg of what
had transpir ed or what was lik!llY to happen before very long, and they devoted their time to
good things that were placed before them. The
-&river of the stage-co ach l?Ot his dinner in another part of the house, after taking out the
horses. The minutes flitted by, and b_alf an hour
after they entered the house to sit down to the
noonday meal .one of the traveler s - c~me out,
picking his teeth with a match, and actmg as if
he was well satisfied .
"Don't you folks eat?" he asked, lookinJ:!.' at our
hero and 'the ,rirls curiously .
"Oh, yes, we generall y have t~ree square meals
a day," Wild retorted . as he sized him up and
then smiled.
He could tell that the man was one of the
rough-an d-ready sort of fellows who had ~~de
money and who no doubt held a good position.
"Excuse me, then. I don~t know as I ought to
say anything , but it did s~rike m~ as mig1:ty
funny that you didn't come m and .sit down with
us. ·· There · was plenty of room in · t he dining
room."
.
"We have a little business on hand, and If
you will be patient you will find out what i~ is.
'l'hen you · will know exactly why we remaine d
wtside.' '
·
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"Is that ilO? I noticed a man sittinJ? under a
tree at the end of. the house over there, and
there's a boy around at the back. Sorter looks
as if the house was bein' watched .''
"That's just about the size of it, my friend.
The fact is that there is some one in , the house
who is wanted. :fie has managed to hide himself
somewhe re, and we're waitine:. for a deputy sheriff
to come to take charge of him. Then we'll find
him mighty quick.''
This caused the man to open wide his eyes,
and he became very . inquisiti ve. After asking
several Question s and receivin g evasive answers,
he finally pl~ced his hand upon the young dMdshot's arm and said:
"If you tell me who the man that's hidin' in
the house is I won't ask you another question ,
young fellow."
.
"I don't mind doing that much. If yoti -ha,i
asked me in the first place I would have told you
right away. It's Stinger Jack, the noted outlaw,
who is hiding in the house.''
"Great guns! You don't mean it. Who in thunder are you, anyhow, kid?"
"My name is Young Wild West, and I have the
pleasure of announc ing to you that I rounded up
Stinger Jack this morning , and that I am ready to
deliver him into the hands of the sheriff the minute he appears."
"Well, by thunder! If I'd known Stinger Jac1>
was in the house it ain't likelv I would have taken
so much enjoyme nt in eatinsr my dinner. From
all accounts , that man is one of the most despercriminal s that's ever been around here."
"Oh, that's all right. He couldn't have harmed
you. that's certain. The last I saw of him his
hands were tied securely behind his back. He
may have managed to free them, but that's all
the good it will do him. He's in the house somewhere. It may be in the garret or in the cellar.''
"Well, that beats :qie," and the man promptly
walked away to tell the others of the startling
news he had learned.
The resu1t was that the other travelers came
out and began plying Wild and the girls with
Question s. It was· getting monoton ous now, and
Wild was glad when he heard the clatter of hoofs.
"Take it easy," he said, nodding to the excited
men. "I reckon the sheriff or some of his deputies are coming now. We'll soon fix this thing
u-p in proper shape."
·
The next minute four horseme n came gallopin g
up to the house. One of them was Walters, the
clown, and the smile of satisfact ion that showe<l
upon his face told plainly that he had been successful in getting the man he was sent for.
'!Here he is, Youn/!: Wild West," he called out,
pointing to a tall, heavily- built man who was
conspicu ous in a blue-and -white shirt. ".This i,;
Mr. Gre_g'ory, and he's the deputy sheriff. I saw
to it t hat he brought the thousand dollars with
him, too, for he wouldn't believe that you have
got Stinger Jack here.''
"You're right, I don't believe it," the deput v
answere d, as he quickly dismoun ted and stared at
the boy in a way that told plainly his doubts were
increasin g rather than diminish ing.
"S·e e here, young· feller," he added, "he say:J
you're Younl." Wild \.\Test, the champio n deadzhot.•
Is that right?"

ate
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"My name is Young Wild West, was the cool crowd. "I had an idea that I was invincible.
reply. "Your name is Gregory. so Wafters says." But it's all over with now. My last chance is
"Yes, my name is Gregory, and I am a deputy gone. I did think that I was safe after I once
sheriff. I've got a thousand dollars in my 1>ocket got into the cellar, unless Bob Hall or his wife which I am willing to 'PB.Y to you or any one else gave me awaz.•
.
"They didn t give you away, as I just told you,"
who will turn over the body, dead or alive, of
Wild declared. "What they ~ht have done later
Stinger Jack."
"Would you know the body when you saw itT" on I don't know. But it wasn't necessary. They're
"No, I wouldn't and that's where the rub comes a pretty nice pair, I think. The woman has been
pleading right along for me to let up on her, but
in."
"I su1>poae :vou would take the word of Hall if I have decided now to let the sheriff' take charg_e
he told you it was Stinger Jack, wouldn't you?" of her. I'll turn you over to him first. Here "Yes, I'd do that. But Hall has told me three you are, Mr. Gregory."
or fpur times that he ain't never seen him.•
"Much obliged to you, Youn,r Wild West," the
"Well, he lied to you. He baS seen him lots of deputy answered, as he stepped over and placed
a heavy hand upon the prisoner's shoulder. "So
times."
• Hall was not present, but that was enough to you're Stmger Jack, eh?'' he added, a arin of
make Gregory hurriedly enter the house. There satisfaction showinsr on his face.
was some lo'Ud talk, and then out he came, pull"Yes, I'm Stinger Jack, and proud o! it," was
ing- the frightened proprietor after hbn!
the retort.
"I believe it all now, Young Wild West," the
"All right, I'm proud to take charge of yer.
deputy called out. "I've made a l)risoner of Hall. Now jest let me put these bracelets on yo~
You kin bet your life that his iroin' to prison. wrists. It ain't every deputy what carries handHe's admitted the whole thing to me."
cufl's, but I happen to be one that does. I reckon
"W' at has he admitted to you?"
there won't be no danger of lrittin' these o1f b:,
"That he's been hidin' Stinger Jack here right usin' a sharp nail. Jest put them hands of yours
along, an' that the galoot ain't no other than together, rig-ht in front of you."
With some reluctance the prisoner obeyed, and
Rexter a man I'~ seen lots of times."
"Weil, he could tell you something more if he then there came a sharp click. and he was man-11.ked. But never mind. I'll do that part of it. acled. ,
"Now, then, Bob Hall, you an' the missus k:ia
Now you just come with me, and You'll soon have
$tit ready to Jl.'O with me. You have got a man•
Stinger Jack.''
The deputy followed the boy as he entered the an' a woman worldn' here, an' I s'pose I'd better
house, and then every one else came in and take them, too. I'm goin' to head straig-ht for
Silver City.•
crowded the parlor pretty wpll.
"Everybody step back from that table," Wild
"I don't know how many more friends Stina-er
said, coolly, as he made motions with his hands. Jack has in this part of the country," Wflcl
His, command was obeyed, and then stoophut he spoke up, "but there's one named Jerry over at
lifted the edge of the r\lJf and pulled up the the mining camp.•
ring. Instantly there was a low creaking sound,
"Thunder! I've ~t to ,rit him, too, then. I
and the section of flooring: settled rapidly.
don't want to s,:o back there. I think the belll
"Hello, Stinger!" Wild called out, in his cool thing I cquld do would be to ride right on to tu
and easy way, as he leaned over the opening jail.•
"All right, you c,µi do that. We'll go over aDII
when the section of flooring had reached the
bottom. ''I reckon it's about time you came out." take care of Jerry, and if we find any more like
"You yoUDg fiend," came the reply. "So Hall him there we'll have them ready for you, too.
You'll be back to-morrow, anyway." ·
gave me away, after all. did heT"
·
"I reckon I'd better pay you the reward fin\,- _
"No, you needn't blame him for that•. I happened to know that this contrivance was here. Young Wild West."
"Yee, that might be
good idea. You ,nf.rchl
I discovered it accidentally _yesterday afternoon.
There's no need of blaming yo~ friend for giving
held up on your way to Silver City and lose
you away. Now you just crawl under that table
This caused a laugh, the deputi JoininR in. &
and I'll fetch rou up."
Something like a ~oan came from the villain quickly counted out a thousand dollars and paasecl
below, and then Wild saw him climb upon the it over to Wild makinJr him sis,:n a receipt for It.
table which was only about six feet below and Then about haif an hour later Stinger J aok and
draw his legs up so they would not be in the way. the rest of the prisoners were taken awa:y by th6
Charlie Quickly caus;rht the ring: at the other side deputy and the men he had brought with him.
of the table, and then UJ1 came the section, slowly Young Wild West and his friends lost no time Ill
but surely. When the floor was in its place the getting ready to move on to 1 the mining cam.,
rug- was dropped back, and then·it appeared to be wjth the wurlsts. But he was more pleased than
otherwise at this privilege, and in this wa;y ha
perfectly solid.
Seeing that Stinger Jack's hands were free, the entered the mining- camp. The man called J ~
was readily found, and after Young Wild West
young deadshot safd:
"Well, you were clever enough to get rid of the and the tourists had explained matters he wa4
rope I put about your wrists. How did you man- locked in the cal1boose to await the return al
the deputy.
.
ii
age to do it?"
•By means of a sharp nail," was the reply.
Though he was somewhat crestfallen, Stinger
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
Jack did not appear to be at all frightened.
WEST AND THE TRICKY TRAPPER; or, ARI•
"It's tough," he _declared, lo?king- around at the ETTA AFTER BIG GAME."
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No. 1,1and every prospective member of the ~ew
hook and ladder company, made it his business to
dispose of as many tickets as he could.
-Or, It was arranged to give an amateur minstral
stage, after which the floor
The Young Fire Fighters of Oakland · show on the small
would be cleared for dancing.
· Of course the academy boys soon heard about
the forthcoming entertainment. Will Drake and
By DICK ELLISON
Frank Spencer got a handful of tickets and can,
vassed the school.
of course," said Will as he met
one,
buy
"You'Il
A Serial Story
Percy Jewett at the door of the building where
their fire apparatus was kept.
CHAPTER XV.
"I will like fun," said Percy, with a sneer. "Who
wants to see a lot of town stuffs making guys of
What Happened At The Engine-House Of Vol- themselves?"
unteer No: 1.
"Well, you needn't go if you don't want to "
said Will, tartly. "But you can take a ticket any"Yes, it is burned to the ground."
way, can't you, just to help those fellows buy' their
"The copper case containing· the will which own ladders and other fire things they need badI recovered from the warehouse was locked in ly?''
the doctor's desk in- his office. There is )ittle
"I've got better use for my money " replied
chance you will ever see it again. Had I re- Percy, ungraciously.
'
quested th-e doctor to hand it to your father all
"Oh, come, now, you won't miss fifty cents,"
might have been well, but I foolishly desired to persisted Will.
give it to you, Dora, myself, and now I have
"Better take on~/ said Nick Nipple, coming up
ruined you. What an idiot I have been!"
Dora Vane is sure to be there.
at that moment.
"Don't blame yourself, Tom," said the beautiful I he!).rd Tom Sedley was going to bring her. It'll
girl, stroking his fevered head with the tende1·- give you a chance to cut him out."
ness of a sister: "You tried to do what you thought
"Well, give me one," said Percy, -as if struck
to be right."
with an idea. "Here's your dough. How many
he·
loss?"
your
for
me
forgive
you
can
"And
have you sold to the boys?"
asked, doubtfully.
"About a dozen, and Spencer has got ride of
"There is nothing to forgive. Father and I twenty."
·
deepthe
of
feelings
with
only
you
of
can think
said Percy
going,"
are
push
whole
the
_guess
"I
regard."
est -gratitude and
·
to Nick.
And Tom, as he looked at her, knew she meant
be surprised. Dr. Aub has ,.onwouldn't
"I
every word.
sente? to let as many attend the show as want to.
A week, had elapsed since the destruction of Nothmg
mean about the doc."
fully
Doctor Jones's cottage, and Tom Sedley had
me you intended to go," said
never
"You
recovered from his illness and retumed to the un- Percy, looking told
·
hard at his crony.
congenial atmosphere of Caleb Brown's store. ·
careNick,
answered
know,"
you
thought
"I
Edward Vane had rented a modest cottage close
to the King Philip mills, and Dorn had returned lessly.
"I didn't know." ·
to work in her old ~lace.
"I'm going·, all right, and I'm going to take a ,
Every constable m Oakland had a description
.
·
of Mark Hels~one, but h~ appeared to have left girl," grinned Nipple,
"Some new mash, eh? What does she look
·
the scene of his recent villamy.
.
The ruins of the· Jones's cottage had been dili- like?"
"You introduce me to Dora Vane and I'll give
gently searched for the copper case containing
the will of Captain Matthews, but though the desk you a knockdown to my- girl-that's a fair exwas found fairly intact, no trace whatever re- change, isn't it?"
"4",ren'.t you afraid I !Jlight take her away fr<'m
mained of the copper case.
:')'.OU, said Percy, strokmg the down on his upper
As the desk was of no further use to the doc- hp,
tor, it was claimed as a trophy by the members
"Fll risk that. You'll have your work cut out
of Volunteer No. 1, and taken to the engineto secure a dance from Miss Vane," grinned Nick.
·
house.
"What are you driving at, Nick Nipple?" said
The selfish action of Percy Jewett, Nick Nipple
_
and a few other fellows of their kind,- in refer- Percy, flushing up.
"Nothing particular. I merely made the reence to the use of the academy ladders and axes
by the young fire-fighters of Voluntee1· No. 1, at ma1;k," ·and ~ii.:k saunte1:ed of!' toward the gymthe warehouse fire, had stimulated the boys to an nasmm, leavmg Percy m a rather unamiable
'
effort to equip a hook and ladder truck of their frame of mind.
A few hours later, when night had settled down
ow_n.
It was therefore decided to give an entertain- on Oakland town, a do:i:en members of Volunteer
ment and dance at the town hall, the proceeds No. 1 gathered in the back of their engine-house
to be devoted to the establishment of Volunteer on Main street to go through a rehearsal of the
show they expected to serve up to the audience at
Hook and Ladder Company No. 2.
Tom Sedley, Fred Harper and Josh Kidder rep- the town hall on the occasion in question.
Tom Sedley, who had been chosen stage man- ,
resented the committee of arrangements.
Tickets were printed and put on sale through- ager, had just come in with Suppegreenz.
out the town, while every member of Volunteer
"Fire at smoke!" said Sandy McGuire, "so Sou,
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'Gree:ns la goin' to be in the show? Is it a '!Ong,
or wha.t is it he's goin' to do?"

"He's billed for a German Highland fling," r&plied Sam Willett, winking at Josh Kidder.
"A German Highland fling, is it? An' phat de
yez call thot?"
"A ~lide, a slide and a '50mersault on the ear."
"Faith, is thot a fact? An' what are yez goin'
to do yoursilf T Yez are so witt7 that the least
we may expect is a stump spach.'
"'What are you giving me?" said 8am. "Andy
Bright and I are going to do a nigger act. We're
eoing to use that old desk there for one of. the
props."
"Phat I That ould thing thot we got out of. 'the
Jones foire?"
"That's ~ht."
"Well, don t be afther hurtin' it, will yez. Sure,
I want to use it for a bonfire on the sivinteenth

o1 March."

"You will, like fun," said Sam. "That's one
of. our trophies. Every engine company baa
'8111."
"And thot grinnin' haythun of a Chink is another, I suppose?" said Sandy, pointing to
e
little Chinese mandarin, which one of the boys
had brought from the warehouse ruins the day
after Tom's adventure in search of the copper
case. ---.
"'
"Sure."
"Thin it's quite a museum we'll be afther havin' wan of. these days if yez kape pickin' up such
junk as thot. Whist I Will yez listen to the
Dootchman ?"
Suppegreenz had mounted an inverted soap
box and was wrestling with a well-known poem
which he had decided should represent a part o!
his contribution to the entertainn;Ient at the town
hall.

"A soltjers oft' dose legions lay dying py Algiers,
Der vasn't much off voman's veep!!, nor much off
voman's dears;
But mid his ears he listened do vot dot siltjers
vanted do say.
"Suffering beeswax! Are you going to speak
that at the show, b'gosh?" asked Josh Kidder,
with a comical grimace.
.
"Yah. Dot's a purty nice boems, I ped you,"
said Meyer. "I vill make some dears shump PY
der eyes oud pefore I got drough mit id."
"Yez are roight, but faith, they won't be the
koind yez are thinkin' of," remarked McGuire.
"Is dot so? S'pose ;ou spoke dot yourseluf,
you dink dot you done i better as me."
•sure, it's afoine thin~ yez missed whin yez
didn't hear me recite 'Shamus O'Brien' last St.
Patrick's Day in the mornin'."
"So? S'pose you got ub py dis boxes und spoke
id just now. I voe a goot cridic, und I tpld you
off you peen vorth somedings or nod."
"Not on your life."
"You vos afraid, cap, I ped you," said Meyer,
jeeringly.
"Say thot again an' I'll be afther wipin' the
flure wid yez."
"You vill vipe it mid nottings but yourseluf oft'
you try some games like dot1 -I ped you."
''Y ez make me weary " said McGuire. "It's a
bum spaker f8Z make. The most dacint thing yez
ean do now 1a to be afther removin' thim number

tins of your from thot box and give some wan
else a chance."
With that he took aim and trod on Meyer'•
shoe.
,,
"Py chingerl Vot you done dot for?" shouted
the now angry German boy. "You dook me for a
sidevalk?"
"Faith, I wouldn't take yez for a gift," answered Sandy, coolly.
"Den I put mine fl.st on your nose," and Meyer
flew at the Irishman.
But Tom Sedley interfered and the scrap was
averted.
"Say, Tom," said Hen Bumsted, with a grin,
"we ought to put that funny sketch called
'School.' Soup Greens would make a fine Patsy
Boliver, don't you think?"
Tom laughed.
"I'in afraid you fellows would make it too strenuous for him."
"Pooh! We wouldn't do a thing to him," snickered Hen.
The boys were delighted at Bumsted's suggestion, and wanted to rehearse the act right away.
Suppegreenz, who was no fool, looked suspicious.
"For vhy you vants dot I hlay a Irishrnans?
I don'd swke me dose languages a liddle pit."
"Oh," taid Hen "we'll change the part to a
Dutchman and ~ you Hans Spoopendyck. You
will make a hit."
"And so will we," ,g rinned all the others who
exr,eeted to get a whack at Meyer.
'S'pose you toldt me apoud id und I see off I
like me dose harts."
"All right," said Hen. "It's a school scene, d8
you understand?"
Suppegreenz nodded.
.
"I'll be the teacher, and you and the rest of the
push will play scholars-see?"
Meyer understood that all right.
"You're supposed to do the funny bizi" continued Bumsted. "I ask the class questions in
history and geography. When I come to you you
don't know anything-see T I call you out on the
:floor make you toe a mark, bend over and--"
"Whack-.youl" shouted all the members of Volunteer No. 1 with one voice.
''Is dot so? I don'd dink I like me dot part off
der bieces," objected Meyer.
"It won't hurt," said Bumsted, grinning. "Listen: then I put a fool's cap on your head and
stand you on a stool in a corner. While my back
is turned you throw s~itballs at the boys and
make faces at the girls. '
"You haf gels in dot bieces, yah?" said Meyer,
looking interested.
"Not real girls. Some of. the fellows dressed
up to look like ~rls."
"Dot's a bitty, ' said Suppegreenz, in a disa~
pointed tone.
"Then I catch you at your funny biz, call r,ni
down, make rou toe the mark again, and-- '
"Vack me,' said Meyer, with a grin.
"That's right.
see you're getting it down

fine.''

"Dot's twice dimes dot you vack me, ain'd it!"
"Oh, I whack you about a dozen times before
the end of the sketch.''

(To be oontinued.)
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GOOD READING
that no fish can live in it; only the lowest forms
of animal life svvive there. The principal reason
for its saltiness is that water carrying mineral
salts is continually running into it. The intense
heat evaporates the water, leaving the la.ke always at about the same level, and the salts remain behind. The lake lies so low that it has no
outlet. Occupying the lowest part of the great
chasm through which the Jordon flows, the Dead
Sea is aoout :five times aa salty as the water of
the ocean. If we try to swim in it we cannot
possibly sink but bob up and down like a cork.
This extreme saltiness is due to rapid evaporation. Each of the numerous streams that fl.ow
DYING THIEF RETURNS WATCH
into it brings a small amount of salt. The Dead
A year ago burglars entered the home of E. F. Sea deserves its name, for fish put into Its water
De Bower, president of the American Academy die immediately. Such scanty vegetation as is ,
of Letters, Chicago, thro~h a window and stole found is 'covered with a white salt crust that 1
jewelry, including a specially made $800 wrist makes it look as though it had been "smitten with
watch that enabled Mrs. De Bower, who is blind, leprosy." Yet, seen from a distance the water
to tell the time. There was said to be only one appears brilliantly blue and clear. On the east
other watch like it in Chicago. /The other night more closely related to the raccoon. These antthe same window was raised and a package pushed most red n color, that irlow in the l~ht of the,
through. It contained the watch and this note: setting sun.
"Jem Conners is dying, want you to have this
and pray for him.
HIS PAL."
THE "CIVET CAT"
What is known as the civet cat in America is
STARTED TO SMOKE AT 80
the cacomlstic, which is not a true ·civet but is
Ezra Meeker, the man who traveled the Oregon more closely related to the raccoon. These ani•
trail in the early days and who demanded a ten- mals are similar in haunts and habits. The aniyear contract last spring when he sig{led with a mal is slender about ten inches long, with sharp,
Wild West show, ,is very proud of his ag_e and of fox-like face, iarge bright eyes!..surrounded with
the fact that he is spry at ninety-two. Recently, light patches and erect ears. The long soft fur
however, he met a nval.
is light brown, darker along the back; the under.
While the show was in Newark, N. J., a young- parts are white and the bushy tail has six broad
ish looking old man came up to meet Ezra Meeker.~ white rings around it. The civet is an inhabiAfter they had exchanged pleasantries, the new- tant of the warmest regions of the Old World,
comer informed the old scout he was 100 years chiefly Africa and, the Malayan Islands. It is
old. Meeker notice<;! his new acquaintance was about two or three feet long and ten inches high,
smoking cigarettes. Ezra asked him if he did is more slender than a raccoon and has a long
not find them harmful.
tail. The fun, gray above and white below, is
"No," was the reply, as he took an extra loni tinged with yellow and marked by dusky spots
- pull, "and I've used 'em since , I was eighty.' in rows. Civets live in holes, like foxes, and eat
birds and other small animals. They are also
fond of crocodile eggs and are considered valuable
/
along the Nile because they r.revent too rapid
FIRE GIRLS GUARD BERLIN
Weidmannslust, a little suburb of Berlin, is the increase in the crocodile family. Most of all,
only c?mmunity in ~erman;v :W.hi~h has a women's civets are valuable for a fatty substance with a
fire brigade. On their own m1tiat1ve twelve young musky odor, which is taken from pouches in the
women founoed the town's fire department, as body and use in making perfumes. In London
there-were not enough available men for the pur- an ounce of pure civet is valued at more than $10,
and many thousand ounces are imported ~very
pose.
These ftrewomen sport a green uniform and year.
knickQl"bockers. But they could not be induced
to discard their smart, high-heeled shoes. They
insisted that it was just as easy to be active in
"Moving Picture Stories"
dainty footwear as in service boo.ts. At the fifA
Weekly
Hagazlno Devoted to l'hotoplaya and l'la:rera
tieth anniversary of the town they were the principal f~ature of the celebration. They went
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
through a fire drill with a precision denoting exEach number contains Three Stories ot tho Best Fllin•
traordinary discipline and efficiency.
on the Screen-Elegant Ha1f-tone Scenes trom the Play•
SNAKESKIN SHOES FOR WOMEN
High shoes for women, after having been in
banishment for eleven years, again will be in
fashion on the streets of London this winter.
The shoes will not be the plain black and tan
ones of years ago, but will be of highly colored
leathers and snake and crocodile skins. Jeweled
and other fancy heels will add a piquant touch.
Men's footwear also will undergo some radical
changes, for the autumn styles will be of many
shades-::-P"een, red, blue and brown-to match
the clothing. Also, the heels will be higher.

I
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-Interes ting Arttcles About Prominent People in tho
Films- Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studio.

THE DEAD SEA
a.nd Lessons in Scen1trio Writing.
The Dead Sea, a lake 1n Palestine which lies
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
about 1,290 feet below the level of the Mediterranean Sea, is eiven its name because it la so salty 166 West 23d Street
New York Cit;v.
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which is fastened a bunch of fruit. The animals
quickly learn to run up to the fruit and throw
it down for their own food. Havinl? once mastered the central idea, as it were, they can then
be perfected in their profession in the palm
trees.
Only the larger monkeys are successful with
the cocoanuts. It requires considerable effort
_and frequently the use of teeth as well as hands
to detach the nuts. But the smaller monkeys
can readily manag-e the nods which irrow in small .,.
clusters on the ends of the branches of the
sataw tree, and which provide the natives with
an important food item. The seeds resemble a
broad bean, and are eaten as a vegetable, both
raw and cooked. It is said that a well-trained
monkey can pick as many pods in a day as a
man, thus enablinl? his fortunate owner to earn
a full d~y•s wages with a minimum amount of
effort.

••

ITEMS OF INTEREST
-YACHTSMAN CATCHES TURA WEIGHING
290 PORUNlJS OFF CAPE MAY
A tuna weighing 290 pounds was caught by H.
E. Derbyshire, of Philadelphia, a retired business
man, while fishing off Five Fathom Bank Light,
from his private yacht. He caught six large ones
two weeks ago.
The oldest fishermen on the South Jersey coast
expre!!s ama~ment at the run 'of tuna in these
waters, as this fish rarelf .has been known to
come north of Sout~ Carolma.
·
ESKIMOS TAKE LONG TRIP
Eskimos inhabitinir King Island, in Bering
Sea, durine: the winter months, packed their belonrine:s and canoed to Nome, Alaska, this summer, arrivine: in time to celebrate the Fourth of
July in the same manner as do the white people.
The villae:e, numberinlt' about 170 Eskimos,
annually comes here to dispose of ivory, furs and
skins, which amount to several thousand dollars
a season. On the bleak and barren Kini? Island,
not far from the Diomede Islands, they settle
each autumn with a winter's supply of provisions, consistinir mostly of the necessities of life,
the balance of their food being g-ained from the
sea and huntinir on the ice floes.
MONKEYS DO MEN'S WORK
In Pattani, a southern province of Siam, and
in Kelantan, one of the unfederated Malay States,
monkeys are trained by the natives to pick cocoanuts and edible seed pods for their masters, according to D. Bourke of the Indian Forest Service, who has made an interesting observation of
a new commercial use of trained domestic animals.
The romantic notion--derived from literature
of the Swiss Family Robinson .type-that monkeys naturally climb cocoanut palms and throw
down the nuts out of mischief or from desire
to oblige is pure fiction. The monkeys must be
caught young and carefully trained to their jobs
b.ll attaching them to 11. long pole on the to-p of

.... ..

LAUGHS
'.'Tke man I marry must have common sense,"
srud the haughty one. "He won't," the other
answered, bitterly.
Florence-Do you think I have a perfect flt
in this gown? Billy-You ought to. I had one --.
when I -paid the bill.
"I think I shall buy an automobile." "But you
can't afford it, old man." "Why? It doesn't
cost anythinir to think."
"Did your uncle mention you in his will?"
"Just barely-it read: 'To my nephew, John I
bequeath nothing! "
·
- •
He-Darline:, when did you first find out you
loved me? She-When I got annoyed because
my friend called you an idiot!
.
Husband (readinlt" the paper)-What fools
some men will make of themselves. Wife-Now
Henry, dear, what have you done this time?
"Ha,ve you any friends in this city?" asked
the paying-teller at the bank. · "No," the sad·eyed stranger replied; "I am a baseball um•
pire:"
Polly-Pa, don't you think I will be a success
in business life? Pa-No, Polly, not unless you
get a situation where you can boss the boss.
"What's de matter wid Jimmy?" "Aw, he feels
disgraced fer life." "How's dat?" "His mudder
come out yesterday and took him home right off
second base."
Gargoyle (back in town after a year's absencef
-When I went away Jones and Brown were
rival suitors for Miss Twitter's hand. Whieh
proved to be the lucky man? Glanders-Can..
tell that yet. She married Brown only a month
ag-o. Ask me again in about a year.

v
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CURRENT NEWS
BIRDS USING MAIL BOXES
Rural carrier Messer, Unity, Miss., says that
fully a dozen mall boxes on his route have been
preempted this year by wrens who have built
their nests in the boxes and ~use to leave. One
farmer solved the problem by getting them to
'JO,OVe by putting a bird cote on the same post, to
which he moved the neat and young. Mr. and
Mrs. Wren accepted the new bungalow.

FINDS FORTUNE IN PLATINUM
A -mining pioneer of Vancouver Charles F.
~w, !ias discovered a deposit yf' chrome iron
oontaUUng a large percentage of _platinwn. The
de~t is on the banks of the Tulaman River,
Bntish Columbia, and the news of the discovery
baa excited such interest that over a hundred
claims have been staked already. Platinum from
Tula.man ia not a new development; over 20,000
ounces have been won from other deposits in this
reaion. Mr. Shaw's deposit, however, is the richesl" -,et discovered there.

KILLED AS HE POUNDS SHELL .

Raymond Cox of West Creek, o_perator of a
nra11:e at Beach Arlin,tton, near Beach Haven,
N. J., was killed instantly when he produced a
~nine explosion while hammerinsr a piece of
"iron" he found on the beach, and which he did
not know to be a bomB or shell loaded with •
hhth explosive. He took it to the ,rar&.2e, thinkinA' he mint use it, and later srot a heavy hammer to shape the piece of metal to hie requirements. The explosion threw Cox to the floor and
mutilated his body. A garage helper waa far
enou,di away to be only slightly injured.
How the shell ,rot to the beach is not known,
and the character of the explosive it contained
has not been determhled bv offlciala who made
a brief investigation .
CURING SICK GOLDFISH
Goldfish are not as hardy as is generally suppc;>aed, and many fine specimens are loat because
«if ignorance on the owner's part. When these
fish are kept in aquariums they are liable to suffer from a curious disease known as funfUS
arrowths. This takes the form of a spreading
white deposit. As the growth increases the fish
becomes listless and disinclined to swim. It will
certainly die unless curative measures are taken
as soon as the white coating is noticed.
Give the fish a salt bath-this is one of the
best ways for combatting fungus growth. Prepare a rather strong solution of common salt and
water, allowing a heaped tablespoon of salt to
each pint of water. When the salt has all diaaolved, put the mixture into a bowl
Now catch the fl.sh, ueinl! a net if he evades
your hand. Handling the 'patient" very gently,
J_!Ut it in the bowl of salt water and leave it
tlere for about three minutes. Then put it into
a bowl of fresh water, and make this change several times--allow ing from two to three minutes
in each bowl.
When the fl.sh is replaced in the aquarium it
will almost immediately ahow improvement , more
Uve and activity, and will continue to gain-the

white coat disappearine meantime. If arq of the
growth remaina stubbornly, or thxeatena to return
after it haa gone, a aecond bath should be siven
in the same way. The treatment should not be
repeated too frequently, however, aa it then becomes injurioua to the goldfish.-L E. Em.banks
in Our Dumb Animals.
•
TO MAKE A HECTOGRA PH A hectograph is a/ad composed of se}atin and
glycerin and is use for making impressions of
writings and drawings. Thie pad is made in the
· proportions of one o~ce of gelatin to s!,x and onehalf- ounces of glycenn. 't"hese two ingredients
ahould be allowed to mix by slow heathur fo:rseveral hours over a vessel filled with ·hot salt
water. When thoroughl_y melted the mixture is
l)OUl'ed into a long, shallow pan and allowed to
Iiarden, when it will have a smooth, ff9Jl surface.
A special copying ink ia needed, wh:lch can be
bought at a stationer)' .tore. The matter to be
copied ia written and placed face downward cm
the pad. After a short period the imprint of the
writtnfr will be transferred to the l>ad. About
100 copies may be made by placfDs blank paper
over the tracmaa on the pad and rubbin~
• tly,
thus transf~ the impresaiona. The
may
be cleaned for another impre1eion wi
a aoft
sponge and water, and it may be melted and
poured over again when the surface becomes
rough and uneven.
----PSYCHOLOG Y TESTS FOR MOTORMEN
Special laboratory tests by wbkh it may 1J..,
possible to pick out the man who
the mak!nfs of a aafe and efficient stree~r pilot aro
~ devised by Dr. Morris S. Vitelea of the
Univeraf~ of Pennsylvania .
A man s ratinc on an intelligence teat does not
always indicate whether he is likely to 1oae his
head in emergenclea, or to run hia car badq.
Thia was shown by giTing such tests to motior- ·
men in recular emplo1._111ent and comp~ the
results w)tl?. .the mens records in aemce and
with the opinions of their auperviaora.
•
Dr. Viteles then worked out a motorman selection test by which signals are given on a piece of
mechanical apparatus and the prospective motorman responds with the · same muscles that would
be used in operating a trolley car. This apparatus measures the safety factors such as a man's
capacity to learn, his ability to kee:p his attention .
steadily on hie job, and to act quickly in emergencies so as to avoid accidents. To test an applicant's general ability and cuortesy, the psychologist devised a set of questions such as : "If
an intoxicated man was annoying the passengers
in your car would you (1) Put him off the car?
(2) Pay no attention to him? (8) Turn him
over to the nearest officer? ( 4) Report to the
train deepatcherT"
The problem of the alert and capable motorman is also bein~ studied by use of elaborate
testing machines m a new laboratory in Paris.
A feature of the Frj!nch laboratory is a realistic
reproduction of a street car, in which the motorman's reaction speed and control are pu1' to the
test.
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS

Stories About Fred Feamot
NEW SAFETY GAS
· The chemical warfare service of the United
States Army is experimenting with "sneeze ps,"
which may be mixed with illuminating gas so as
to save lives by warning room occupants of the
escape ·of gas.
LOOKING FORWARD
Believing that the early bird gets the worm a
man inserted the following adveJ;tisement in the
Cincinnati Enquirer: Electrical Men-Will you
need an engineer in a few years? I have been
studying electrical engineering at night and will
fin ish in two years.

ATCHES AS COMPASSES

A watch can be used as a conpass, at any rate

We cap. still supply the following numbers of Ul•
, "Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 Fred l,'earnot·a Search tor Smith ;. or, The Man W..
)
Could Not Be Found.
1837 " At the Fair: or, Bhaltln• Thlnp Up at lfhastown.
1388 •· Hunt ed; or, A Plot That Wu.. Hara ,o Boin.
1889 " and the Bo7 Bolter; or, GlTins a Pu•lll_..
Point••
1840 " Temperance Pla7: or, nsll.tins Drllllt with tbe
Drama.
13il " Death Slide; or, DoWJl the Great Mountal11
Flume.
1M2 " Call b;T; Wlrele1s: or, the Friend Who Pla7e4
him f&lse.
1S43 " and the Queer Quartette; or, J"im, J"aclt, Joe
and J"erry.
1U4, " and the Girl Telesrapher; or, Flshtln• cbe
Train Thlens.
18'11 " Tr~ tor Goal; or.1,.Winnins ln the Last MomeaL
1M6 " Indian Boy· or 1.:1Tillslng a Ba"rage .
1347 " Great Sacrlllce I or, An for the Sake of a
Friend.
1848 " and "Tired Tim": or, The Laziest Boy in Town.
1UII " J'ootball Olanta: or, Handllns a Reary Line.
18150 " .IIJtplorlll• Trip: or, A Weel: m the Cr11tal

in summer. The method followed is this: Point
the hour hand of the watch at the sun, and south
will be exactly half way between the hour and
the figure 12 on the watch. For instance, supposing that it is 4 o'clock in the afternoon, point
the hour hand indicating at 4 at the s~1 and 2
CU'M.
on the watch will be south. In following t.11.is rule
tha :rur Hunter•: or, A Trip to Hudson••
one must remember at 6 A. M. 9 will be south 18111 · " and
Ba7,
and at 6 P. M. 3 will be south, and that 12 noon 111112 " Lon,; PaH · or, The Pla7 That Punled All.
points south. But south of the equator the rule 1361 "' &11d the "batch l'J7er": or,. Up Asatnat. the
Cbami::on Skater.
ia reversed, and the watch will indicate north · 1JG6 " M7.st1c
ark; or, The Blndoo'• Btranse Wara•:;·
instead of south.
Ul5II

THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS
Cyprus, the third largest island in the Mediter-ranean Sea, is situated in the mo13t eastern part of
the Mediterranean, 40 miles south of Asia · Minor
and 60 miles west of Syria. It hirs an area of 3,684 square miles and a population of 310,709, acoording to the census of 1921, including 61,422
Mohammedans and Turks. The capital is Nicosia.
Cyprus is governed by hi~h commissioners, an executive council and a legislature. Between mountain ranges on the northern coast and others in
the Southern part of the island there lies a plain
which once was well wooded. Now the greater
part of the forests are found on the mountains.
The streams are mostly mountain torrents, and
the island is not well watered, irrigation being
practiced to promote the growth of crops. The
products include copper, asbestos, marble, 11:ypsum, terra umbra, sandstone, granite. limestone,
salt, wheat, oats, barley vetches, olives, locust
beans, potatoes, linseed, citron, wool, silk, cheese,
hides, sponges, origanum oil and various fruits.
Grapes are plentiful and wine and raisins are
produced. Cattle, sheep, goats and mules are
raised. The name Cyprus is derived from a Greek
word ''kupros," meanini copper, since Cyprus was
noted in ancient times for that product. The history of this is.land goes back to about 1600 B. C.
It was occupied by the Egyptians, colonized by
the Phoenicians and Greeks and captured at various times by the Persians, by the Byzantians,
the English, the Venetians and the Turks. It was
ceded to Great Britain by Turkey for administrative purposes under a convention made in 1878.
During the World War, on the outbreak of hostilities between Great Britain and Turkey in 1914,
the -island waa umned to Great Britain.
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IceDf:'uttet-l_ or, The J'asteat Boat on the Laite
and the JSOy Mllllonalre : or, On the Roat
to Ruin.
Hock~:,: Winner•: or, A Hot Ge.me on the le..
FlTe-Mile Slide: er, The Tl>bocsan tn the
Mountain•.
Week of Dancer: er, Dealfns wltll the Wharf
Gan•.
ln the G7m : or, Wtnter Sport wlth Collese
·
Boya.
and tlle Burled Gold; or, l'lshtln,r the Mexlcaa
.
Bandltl.
Ooean Voyase: or, The My1tery of Staterooa
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race; or, Ten Roura on Sltatee.
and the Shlppfns Cieri:: or, Savlns an Ho11eat
Bo,:.
and 'Hard Luck Harry"; or, The Boy Who wu
Alwa7s in Trouble.
L!s.htnln,r Drtn: or, TIie Champions of ~
Rink.
and the Indian Queen: or, The " Bad" Men of
the Tradlnr Post.
Cross Country Run: or, Wlnnln1r the Greftt
Paper Cba • e.
Tralnlnll{ Trip: or, In the So11tb With ll Baseball Nine
and Little Dlclt : or, The Trials l"f u Poor
Worltlna- Bo7.
B1:!i!!'.' Olanta; or, Winning tb e O peni ng

Boy Llte-Sanr•: or, BraTe W ork Ou th ~
Beach.
at Lone Pine; or The ¥1atery or the Moous b in 11
Camp.
" Pla1lnc the Oa.meLOl', out With His New Niue.
Road Riden: or Bn1tllns With Roughs.
" and the Battery hci11: or, After the Whal"! Rats.
Clever Curves: or. Beating Out th e Bll! ~m ~n
·
" Jsland Mntery; or, Camplnii In Canada .
" Boy Ha"el; or, Brlnsing Ont a Youni,: l' ltcher.
ulls.
Sc
Sh!lfle
the
" Hard Pull; or, Winning
" Amonc the Poor: or, The Dark Side of Lite.
"

"

ABT ot tho aboTo numbers will be malled to :,ea
poa-• ,.._ upon receipt of the price Ill mone:,, •
etampe.
IU.BB'I' .. . WOLFF, PUBLISJISB. nro..
ltl W•t Urd Street.
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WATCHING A
LIO NES S
TRAIN CUB S
TO HUNT .

L IT T L E .A ,D S

Wnte to Riker & King Ad-vef'tiaitt.{I Offioe11, 680 Broadw_a11?
}!".w.Y or~ Citt1, or.29

East Madiso n Street, cJa.ioa.po, for partiolc.lcir• a.bout adtiwtu
in.11 in tlu• m4ga,. -,.e
Accord ing to a
LONEL Y HEAB TI-I ban a eweeth.A!art for
AGENTS WANTED
report in Euroyou. Exchanl fe letters: 1nake new frie11c1a.
fZ.00 AN HOUR for pleasan t introdu ctory Efficien t, con11de
ntlal and di,rnUle d aen1ce.
pean papers an
work among local families . Pay starts Im· Member • e•erywb er@.
ly. Write America n Produc ts Com- J" aeksonT 1lle. Florida . ETa Moore. Box 908.
East Indian of- mediate
pany, 4258 America n Bldg., Cincinn ati, Ohio.
NOTIC E=A.ttr actlve Young Le.dz. worth-$2 li,::
ncial- recentl y had
000.00 wlll marry. Club, B -lu..o2, Wichita ,
PROVE to you that you can make $96 Kansas.
, opport unity
t . o I'LL
a week taking orders for Jenning s Guarwatch a lioness anteed Hosiery . I furnish complet e equip- IILUtKY
IF LONEL Y "Home M:aker": hunment
offer you an Essex Coach without
dred1 rich: reliable, yeara experien ce:
train her cubs in cost. and
Write now. The Frank B. Jenning•
de•
1oriptio na tree. The 8uccea11ful Club,
Co..
Dept.
L
222,
Box
Dayton,
Ohio.
·
the art of catch&.19. 011kland . Californ ia.
in2' and killing NEW WOND ERFUL SELLE K-Coa t 10c, IIA:RRI AOE PAPER
-20th -year. Bl,r
profit $1,40 nionogr amlng autos. Expertwith deecrlpt lona. photo•, name• andIHU.
prey. It appear s 1 ence
adunneces sRry. Free samples . Worces ter «re• <>a. 211 c~nta. No_qtbe r fee. lent -led.
that while secret- Monogr ams. B 134, Worces ter, Mass.
Bo:11: tl!OIS, •• lloltoa, JlaH.
.AOlDN 'TS-WB ITE FOB FBJ!lJ!l l!A:MPLJ!l9, KA RRT-F
ed in the bushes
ree pbotOlfr apba, dlNCtor y 11nd
!!ell Madi • on "Better- Ma4e" • lllrta
deecrlp tlon• of .weeltlly member s.
to leewar d of an
large Manufa cturer, d_lrect to wearer. for
Pa!
No when mftrried . Ne,v Plan Co., Dept.
co.pita!
3u.
. or
ce requl-red . Many earn Kanaft8 City, Mo.
o~n space in the
1100 wePk lyexperien
. 11ntl bonn,.
Madison Mtcra., , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ __
jungle where was
fiOS Broedw ay, New York.
PRETT Y GIRLIE . wealthy , but ob so Jone•
tethere d a goat
some. League, Box 89, Oxford, Fla . .
NEW CAMER A tRke• and tlnlahe• phote•
in one minute. Make mo11e:r • e!Unll' cam- HAl'tRT
as bait for lions,
-lllABB IAOl!: DIRECT OBY with
•ras. or takln,: photos. 111,i:clul{ive territ.o ry.
photo, 11n<1 descriptlo1111 free. Pay when
the official sa:w ·a
Crown Co., Dept. ~ . Norwal k, Conn.
i,,arried. The l!lxchan«e, Dept. Ml!, XanaaJ.
,
City, Mo.
lioness c o m e
UTELY no competi tion 1el11ns Val•
marchi ng ·arong ABSOL
Style millinPr y. Enry woman buy•. You HARRY--Wrlte fnr• hit!'. new .,,rector y with
· ollowed by her m1tke $25 to $lt'IO a week. Write for
11llotos an,I dt>acrlp tlnns. Fre,o. Nationa l
!lpeclal
Ofter
and Exclusi ve Territor y. Val-Bty
b Hat AlfMlC:'1'. Dept. A. 4906. Sta. ta., l[anu,
five cubs.
Co.. A.81, Val-Sty le Buildln c, Cincinn ati,
City, Vo.
0.
When she spotHELP WANTED
ted the unluck y
ORARM ING YOUNG wmow wortb lli:JR goat the instruc - DETEC TIVES needed everywh ere. Bll!'/ay , wmi~'.
will marry, (Eva) B -lOZ'.l.
experien
ce
unneces
sary, easily · tearne
tion began. The to ~. writ.e Earl Wilcox.
11
H07 Lafayet te 1 ve,
young lions care- SE. Grand Rapids,
Gl"'!' ,I. l!IW'lnn 'JnllAJIT , l!lxehan, rt, Jett ..,. •.
Mich.
fully w a t c h e d
Wl'ft11 me 11nclo11hiir stamp. 'nolet Ray,
EN, BRAXE J\IEN, BAGGA GEMEN , Tlenoilo n, ~•to.
their mamm a l!'IREM
Sleeplng car, train porters (colored
)
$140steal . up, spring $200. Exnerle nce unnece• sary. 238 Railway MARK T-Lone ly l'!'t!ll.rta. join our elah
. .,..q
bttTe a romp•" '"" f.,,. ye11 . . many wo,-t1'
upon the victim Burenu. East St. Louis, Ill.
fr11m t!l.000 to l.'111.004'. Tle•<'rlDtlon1. p'1ofo•.
and go throug h
DETECT IVR!il 1'"l!JED11:D EVJ!IR.TW.111:Bl!!. !.11tro.,11<'tfon• t..- . """" "" mon<>Y.
Btftn,l•
the motio ns · of
Work home or trnTel experien ce
nd C'flr. Ch1b. <lYll'.'1'8ld:e. 111.
ury. Write George 'R . Warrner , un•-givini;(' it the coup
former
Oovt. Det...,Uv e, 1968 Brot\dw a:r, N. Y.
PRETT Y GIRLm . wealtbv . but ob· so ton11de grace. Then
some. League. Box 1J8, Oxford, Fie.. .
they faithf ully 9ILVER IN.O
Mirrors . l!"Nlnch pl11t.e. Jr,ully 8WEET HEART 8 for e-.erybo ,h. Stamned
. imitate d her acen-.elop es tor prono•A I . · 1earne4 : lmmen • e nrofttfl. Pl11ns tree.
The Lily Club,
Mirror Works, Excelsi or Sprlncs , Mo. Wear • ~t lltl<>n R. ClP.veland. Ohio.
tions, and after a
few t r i a Is the
CHAR.M ING YOUNG wmow worth $38.goat's sufferi ngs
. PERSO NAL
' 000.00, lonel:v, will marry. (Eva) B-1022,
ARE YOU LONES OHEI' Write Betty Lee,
were over.
Wlchlta . Kansas.
Inc.,
Box
820
City
Hall
Station,
New
York - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - The Ii one s s City. Stamp
appreci ated.
SONG WRITE RS
looked about for
HUNDR EDS seeking ' marriag_fl. It sincere SEND TODAY for free eopy Writer'
anothe r object of
• Dlenclose
stamp.
l'e
Mr~.
•
t: t9U1 how to write
F . Wlllard , 2928
dem onst Pa- Broadw ay, Chicago
1e1J abort
• torte •, 8,hotop lay •, poem,, • and
, Illlnols.
qn,r1.
tion and found it
qiceat, -2!, l!l. 12tll Bt., Claelnn ati. Writer' •
in a buffalo that
came stroll ing
that way. This
Eam $2.00 r::EY~ ~s~ow N
t i m e , howeve r , taking__ orders for Zanol Pure
WRITE NOW for GO Sets Christm as Seal•.
Produota , Toilet Prepa•
the pupils did not Food
Sell
for 10c a set. When sold s end us $3.00
rations, Soaps, Laundry and
a,nd keep $2.00. Trust You till Xmas.
have so easy a Cleaning Specialtlee and HouseD.
Neubeck er, 061 E. 2Sd St. Dept. B. Brookbold Suppl!... Nationally advez-.
lesson. The buf- tlNd
lyn, N. Y.
.bom oout to cout. Not
falo, full of fight, lfild In •to-. Fut
recten.
defend ed himsel f ..~:t:~N:Voa~~~e11u·
eo well agains t Die money for ap&re time.
the attacks of the ,~ t!u;'!,:!',:'1~l,
lor P&riiculan . .
cubs that the. inn Produc ts Co, ·
ructres s had to America
tSS-l America n Bldir.,
ke a hand.
Cincinn ati. Ohio.

~::!~.

rl~~ $6 ·a Day

:~:1:

'_'We pay him $100 a week''
There is an easy, fascinating way for you to get
..AND he's worth every cmt of it. Camo
thi1 special training right at homo In spare tune. --.
here several years ago asking for a job.. Ono
hour a day, spent with tho I. C. 8. In the ,quiet
He got just that---a small job at a small salary.
of .rour own home, will bring you more money1
more comforts, more pleasure, all
"Then I forgot about him-hardly knew he
that 1ucce11 meane.
•
1.~S.
was on the payroll until one day I ~t a letter
Don't let another pnceleu hour .. che okf.el
from the International Correspondence Schools of span time JO to waste I Wlth- 11 ~Alldn,IIP,!l~?llf
coat or obligation, let us prove "
telling me that Thomas A. Andrews had en- . out
that we can help you. Mark and
rolled for a oourse and had received a mark:
mail this coupon now.
of 98 for his first lesson.
INT&BNATIONAL CORRESPONDENO& SONODU
"'There's a man worth watching/ I said to
••x 4490•D, Scranton-, PoML
iuysclf, so I began to keep tabs on his work:.
I l l e ~ ~CO::: it~u!~:i g!,e:;; ~~;; ~~ i.:.r:!~..
BUSINE88 TRAINING COURSES
Pretty soon he began coming to me with
Butlne111 ll111&11omont
1Baloomanoblp
suggestions. I could almost sec him growing.
t!==:ami::
Tramo Mana&emen~
Show Cud Letwrlns
- -Buotnua Lo.w
Swloerapl!J' a n d ~
"Somehow, he was the first man ·1 thought • Banklns
and Bankhls Law
Bualnooa llnclllb
~•WIC7
(lncludlna
0.1'~)
Cbll Sor'rlce
of whenever there was a positioq open. And
Nlobollon Cost .Aoceuntlnll
Ballway Mall Cieri<
BookkN!l1111
Common School BubJhe always made good because he was always
Pri..te ilecret&q
m1h Bobool BubJoot9
Spanlab
• J'nncll
IDualn.t.ln.c
•~
preparing himself for the job ahead. We pay
TECHNICAL AIID INDUSTRIAL COURSES
him $100 a wcelc now and he's going to be
~1~fft>:"'lna
Bluoprlnlll
Moabanlcal
Engineer
CGntractor alMI
Bulldu
earniJlg eveq a larger salary some day. J
luohanlcal Drattoman
Architectural DrafMacbine BhoP Practlae
Concrete Builder
wish we had more men like him." •
Railroad Poaltlona
Structural ~ - •

fi
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do you stand when your employer checks
H OW
up his men for promotion? Docs ho think

<

of you? Ia there really any rcuon whJr you ehould
be sele~edl
Ask younelf "theeo questions fairly, You mutt
face them if you expect advancement and more
money. For now, more than ever, the bli: job;
~ ~oing to men with special trailwlg.

1=::.

Ou Engine Operatlna
OIYll Engineer
Sunoylng and Mai,pias
Metallurgy
Steam En&illeedns

Chomiotry

1

Automoblle

PWIZll!llq

or.le

Airplane Enl:IDM
Nancatlon
A&rlculture and Poultr7

Badlo

Mat.bellllUoa
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WILD WEST WEEKLY

BOOKS
OUR TEN-CENT HAND
\
Uselul, Inetructtv e, and Amusin1t. They contain
Valuable Informati on on Almo• t
Every Subject.
No. 26. BOW TO ROW, BAIL AND BUILD A BOAT:
-Fully Illustrated. Full Instruction s are glven ln th111
llttle book, together with instruction s on 1wimmlng and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO T)!!LL FORTUNE S.-Every one 11
will bring
desirous of knowing what ht11 future Ute or
poverty.
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth
Yon can tell by a glance at thl11 little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. t9. HOW TO BECOMB AN INVENTO R.-Enry
bQJ should know bow Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving eramples ln electricity, hJ·
drau!lcs, magnetism , optics, pneumatics , mechanle11.
Jfo. IIO, HOW TO OOOK.-On e of the moat ln11trv,ctfn
rectr,ea
bootl on cooking ever published. It contalna
I> es1
for cooking meats, fish, game and oysters: ala• ograna
puddings, ct!.'.lrea and all kinds of pastry, and
collection of recipes.
No. SS. HOW TO BEHAVJll .-Contalntn g the ruloa
and etiquette of good society anti the easiest and . moat
approved methods of appllftrlng to irood sdvantaare at
r,arties. · bal18, · the theatre, church, and _ In the draw•
00
nN-;. : : HOW TO PLAY GA:MEB.-A complete and
useful little book, contalnlnl' the rulea and regulations
of billiards, ba1?atelle, back-gammon, croquet. domin o•··

etifo. SIi. HOW TO BOLVB CONUNDR UMS.-Con taln•
tng all the.)eadlng conundrum s of the day, amusing tid•
dies, curious ~atcbes and w1tty Bn:vtngs. TRAP8.-I n•
tel. HOW TO MAKE AND SET
No
eluding hints on bow to catch moles, weaaeh, otte_!1 rats,
l!qulnels and birds. Also how to enre slrlns. Copiously
.
m,, strated.
N'l. 41, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END 'MEN'S
,TOK EBOOK.-C ontafnlng a great nrtety of the 111:tut
;tokE'~ used by the most famous end men. No .alJ\&teur
book.
minstrels Is complete without tbls-wonde rful little,
No. 4!, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK BTUMP.
stump
of
Sl'EAKER .-Containl ng a varied assortment
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Als o end men'a jokes.
Just the thing for home amust"mPnt and amateur shows.
L
No. 411. T1IE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTRE
nry
GUIDE AND JOKE BOK.-Som ethlng new and as
lt
Instructive. . Every boy should obtain th,le boot,
cont•1M fnll Instruction s for organizing an amntenr
rnfo~tr•l frnupe.
No, <I.II. HOW TO JIIAXE AND U8JD lllLECTBIO ITY.
-A depcrlptlon of the wonderful Ules of electrtclty and
a for
electro magnetism ; together wltb full lnstructlon
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc . .By George s.Trebel.
A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty tnustration
-A
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND BAIL OANOES.
con•
bandy book for bots, containing tun directions for
sail•
of
manner
popular
most
e
th
and
strnctlng canoes
tng them. Fully Uluetrat ed.
N•. 49, HOW TO DEBA.TE. -Gtvtng rules for con•
ducting d ebates, outllnea for debates, ques tions tor dis•
cusslon and tbe best sources for procuring Informatio n
on the question given.
No. ISO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMAL8.
-A valuable book, giving tnstructton a In collectln:g, pre•
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and In·
ae~:: 111'. HOW TO DO TBICK8 WITH CABDB.-C on•
talning explan·a tlons of the general principles of slelghtwith
of-hand applicahle to card trl~•; or card tricks
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of- hand; of
tricks Involving sleight-of-h and, or the use of 1pectal17
prepared cards. Illuitrated.
No. 112. HOW TO l'LAY CABD8.-A complete and
bandy little boolt, giving the rulea and full direction,,
for playing Euchre, Cribbage,. Casino, Fort:,-FlYe
Ronnce, Pedro l!lancho, Draw Polter, Auction Pitch, All
•.
Fours, and many other popular gamea of cardPETS.No. 114. HOW TO KEEP AND JIIA.NAGE
Giving co;nplete Informatio n as to the manner and method of raising, keeping, taming, breedlnlf and managing
all kinds of pets; also glv!ng full lnatrnctlon s for mall:•
tng cages, eto. Fully erptalned by twe:nt:V-el&'ht lllUI•
•
·
trat1ons.
Fol' eale by a.II newsdealer s, or will be aent to P7
addre• a on receipt of price. lOo. per eopy, ,
ta mone7 OJ' 1tam,p-. b7

166 West '8d Street

New Yori: ab,

IL\.RKT E. WOLFF. Publisher , Ine.

.

LI.TEST ' l{IBUES
UM Yong Wild West Washlns Out Goll!.• or:• Arietta'a
Lucky Discovery.
1115G " Merlcan Mlxup; or, 'The SllYer lWne Dispute
1156 " aieJ~i Widow's Claim I or, .Arletta•• Bra-re rle11117 " and the RBDRe B0111 or. Crooked Wor)t at the
Sleepy J.
11118 " Caught by SaYa,res1 or, Arletta•• Daring
Rescue.
1159 " and the Merlcan Deall1bot1 or, The Shootlns
Match On 'the Border.'
1160 " atG~a~d Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream ot
1161 " Defendlnir a Ranch; or, Beslell'ed b:, Cattle
Rustlers.
1162 " and the Miner's Trap: Olj, Arletta's Great llhot. .,..
High Falr: or, ·.1·he lil'n!llest Time OD
ft~c!id.
"
1163
11M " Rlsky Ride: or, Arletta anti the Gulch• Gang.
11611 " Buckskin 'Band; or, The Sheriff'• Blg Mlatate.
ll'lag.
1166 " Double Trlumpn; or, Arletta Savin,.. the Rat~
1167 " and "Cowboy Jack" 1 o~1 Spoiling a Ranch
1168 " Only Chance: or. A.rleua's Quiet Throw.
1169 " Desperate Charre: or, The Shot That Beat. t'tle
Redsldn1.
1170 ' a~,?;l~ Duat Flat: or, Arletta and the Elecret

lln " ln '1>anger: or, llelplng the Trapped CllvalrJ,.
men.
11T2 " and the Dutchman 's Claim: or, Arletta De11T8 •
1174 "

11715 "
11'79 "
UTT "

11'78

u

11'1'9 "
1180 "

118!. "
1182 "

1183 "
1184 "
llSIJ "

1186 "

r
fending Rer Life.
Taming the Cowpunch ers: or, The Bart! Crowd
of Bull Tall Ranch.
After the "Vultures" : or, Arletta and the
Band of Ten.
Calling the Two Gun Mani or, Sarinl' a Sbertff'e Life.
and the Boy Ranchero; or, HeJptnc a Tenderfoot to Succees.
and •~Ginger J'ate": or TIie Bon of Gimlet
Ouli,h.
and the Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Defying
,
the Redaklns.
Defying an A.mbt1eh1 or, :A.rfetta Leading the
Cavalry.
Saved By a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanish•
lna- Light.
Double Suhtne: or. The Oelffllratfon at Buck•
horn Ranch.
Csa.ro~rng a Cbtet: or. Arletta As a Cavalry
and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorj?8.
Trapped In a Canyon: or, Arletta•s Sw:lng For
Life.
At A Redskin Pow-Wow : or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake.
aytakt~e Doomed Mine: or,. Arletta's Life at

---...

~

118'7 " Racing ll'or a Ranch: or, Bpltftre On Hts Mettle.
Senor
1188 ' ' Ma rked By Mexicans; or, Arletta and the of
the
U89 .. . and the "Silver Kla,H or, The Dandy
Gulch.
1190 " and the Yellow Bull: or, Artetta•a Daring l!lsu

cape.

.

Surrounde d By Death: or, The Seven Stlcks or
Dynamite.
1192 : • Staking a Claim; or, Arletta On Guard.
Greaser Chase: or, 'l'he Outlaws of the Border
1198
1194 " Swinging a La.rlat I or, Arletta and the Wild
Horses.
Shot that Opened a
1191! " Booming a Campi or, The
.
Gold Mine.
1196 " and the "Busted',! Mlnlng Camp 1 .or Arletta ,
as an Anctloneer.
1197 " Ousting the Outlaws: or, The Clean Up .u
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and t he Treasure of the Lake1 or' Hop W'ah,.
Magic Trick.
1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch: or, Arletta Cornerect
By Rustlers.
1200, " Trapping the Redskln11 or, The Last Bald of
Crazy Horse.
1201 " and lhe Cave Gang; or, Arletta•s Desperate
.
Shot.
1202 " Lost In tlle ltoettea: or. The Lnck a Grtn17
Brought.
1208 " Elected a Chtet I or, Arletta and the PapoON.
For sale by all new11deaJere, or wilt be sent to any ad..
4reas oD reoelpt of price, 8c. per copy, ln mone7
or po1tage stamps b7
1lD1

HARRY ' E. WOLFP', Publisher, lne.
166 Weat 23d Street

New
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A STRANGE

Get Rid

NEW DRUG

A new drug
that has been recently brought to
this country for
chemical examination is called
bv the natives of
the Colombian
territories of the
Putumayo and
Caqueta Rivers,
where it grows,
by the peculiar
name of "Yaje."
The drug is prepared from the
stem of a rather
l e a f l e s s shrub
which averages
about nine to
twelve feet high.
What leaves
t h e r e are are
counterpoised
and a dark 9live
green in color.
The infusion
m a d e from the
stem by heating
in water is reddish with greenish fluorescence,
and, on keeping
this changes to
a topaz having a
beautiful bluishgreen fluo·rescence. Under the
influence of the
drink the natives
jump, scream and
run wildly about,
making a great
uproar. Accordingly it is highly
prized for cere- monial occasions,
f r e s h potations
the effects of the
being taken as
preceding ones
wear otf. Accordin!!' to Prof. Villalba, who has investigated it, the
infusion contains
two a I k a I o i d s
that may be readily crystal-lized.
Experiments
upon guinea pigs
' s h ow that the
t o x i c d o s e is
ab o u t 0.2 gm.
per kgm. b o d y
weight. In small
<loses it gives human beings a
deep sleep.

FAT

of Your
Free Trial Treatment

Sent on request. Ask for my
"pay - when - reduced" offer. I
have successtully reduced thousands ot persons, often at the
. rate ot a pound a day. Let me
send you proof at my expense.
DR. R. NEWMAN, Llccn•ed Physician
State of New York, 286 Fifth Avenue
New York, Desk A-M

FREE!.
.Send us y o u r
name and address
and we'll tell you
how to get this
bracelet watch
Absolutely Free
Watch has 14kt.
White gold filled
case. 25 year guara n tee . Excellent
time-keeper. Send
name today tor
free watch -plan.
RELIABLE SALES CORP,
524 Broadway,
Dept. 186,
New Yor.lc

BE A DETECTIVE
Earn Big Mo.ney. Work home or travel. Make
secret investigations. l'asclnating work. lllxcellent opportunity. Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free. Write, GEORGE R. WAG•NER, former Government Detective, 1968
Broadway, New York.

i A Booklet In 2 col- - - - - · ors, illustrated and
c o p y r i g h t e d at
Washington, t e I Is cause of

GOITRE BOOK FREE

goitre and new ideas !or home treatment.
Goitre Sufferers write to-Dr. Rock, Box 787,
Dept. A S, Milwaukee, ,vis.

OLD MONEY WANTED
Do you know that Coin Collectors pay up to
$100.00 for certain U. S. Cents? And high
premiums for all rare coins? We bny all
kinds. Send 4c for Large Coin Folder. May
mean much profit to you.
NUMISMATIO 00., Dept. 486 Ft. Worth, Tex.
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BOYS 4
$2 • 00 1ven JUST
NO WORK '
GIRLS
FUN
Simply sell llO Sets of Ottr Famous Christmas
Seals for IOc a set. When sold send us IJS.OO
and keep $2.00. Trust You till Xmas. American Christmas Seal Co., Dept. 181, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Represent our btr factory alowt111
beautiful Style-Arch shoet to womea. Ne
... experience needed. I show ,-011 how. Fas.

clna.tlnl' work, hlrll earal••••
Pl • e sellln.f
outnt. But act at once. Get hilt ln.fol'Dlatloa. qukll

rnl~~m

~Yu:c1:g::.,.:~~•o:.:~PANY,

Dep• rt-

chr·1stmas M oney c·1ven

Send name ancl address. "\Ve will send you
60 sets of Christmas Seals. Easily sold 10c
a set. You keep $2; send us $3. Be first in
your neighborhood. We Trust You. Many
earned $10 last Christmas. Write at once.
Mistletoe Seal Co., Dept. 59, Brooklyn, (R)

New York.
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•
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MenEam
21110 Lawrence Av., ~lc•co
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